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F,oyStemmanhasbeen in Scot1and,which is atthe receiving end of
severaJ. Community grants towards projects exploring the
possibilities of alternative energy sources. His report starts on the
page opposite.
Yflhat are the prime causes of the troubles in the textile lndustry?
Howbest can the Community cope with the chaJlenge of Third World
andUS competition? Shada Islam examines the difficulties whictr
besetemployers andworkers alike (page IO).
R obert Mugabe, in an interriew, outlines his plans for the
Zimbabwean economy and indicates the role he sees there for the
European Community (page 22).
Avignon in March this year was no place for a litterbug or a casual
polluter; but c.Iohn Greenwood was there to report on tl.e first
European environmental film festival, at which British entdes
receivedthree awards (page I4).
l\Ie look, through the eyes of a German commentator, at what has
happenedto the deutschmark (page I7),while a French
correspondent tells us that an increasing number of his countrXrmen
'feel more Breton or Basque'than French (page 12). Canaletto il
London: Denis Thomas consi.ders thework of the manwho is
perhaps the Italianpainter most enjoyedbythe Britlsh (page 20).
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EUROPE 8I
Iona is a sacred place. It is also cold and damp, which
means that its famous cathedral and other ancient
buildings are rapidly deteriorating. But help is on its
way to the historic Hebridean island, in the form of
an ingenious heating system which will halt the
decay. It is just one of many energy-related proiects
which are receivingfinancial aid from the EEC in
Scotland, which is already the largest UK recipient
of European grants and loans, includinghelp from
the European Investment Bank.
WHY
EUROPESEES
SGOTLAND
ASAGOOD
INVEI|TMENT
ROY STEMMAN reports
on Community help in the
drive to make Europe
self-sufficient in fuel
Wp*'"i#*l'Hiliit
the tiny island off Scotland's west coast, into a
place of international religious significance.
In time it became the burial place for 48
Scottish kings, including Duncan and his
murderer, Macbeth. Four Irish and eight
Norwegian kings were also laid to rest there.
Iona now attracts a quarter of a million
visitors each year, most of them Christian
pilgrims, and the island's ancient buildings 
-
mostly of medieval origin-have been restored
to provide accommodation for them. The
Iona Community, a group of clergymen and
laymen, have masterminded this restoration.
But their biggest problem is the climate: the
granite stone stores the cold, and the mild
weather produced by the Gulf Stream creates
condensation. Large areas of green mould
have appeared in the Abbey Church and most
electrical fittings are rusty.
The remedy is one that St Columba
and his disciples would doubtless have
treated with scorn: central heating. But with
the rising cost of fuel, the running costs of a
conventional heating system on Iona are pro-
hibitively expensive. So architects Ian G.
Lindsay & Partners have come up with a
scheme that utilises the cause of the problem-
the Gulf Stream 
- 
to good advantage.
A heat pump is to be used which will take
the sea water (at a constant 9 degrees centi-
grade) extract some ofits heat and return it to
the sea. The system will enable the Abbey to
be heated to 5 degrees above ambient temper-
ature, and the remainder of the buildings to
12.5 degrees 
- 
sufficient to provide fabric
protection. It will also supply hot water for the
visitors.
A grant of 133,000 has been made by the
EEC to the Iona Community trustees towards
the cost of the system, which should be oper-
ational by the end of 1982. It will be watched
closely by other west Scottish concerns in a
lnsiollotion ot Sullom Voe, formolly
opened lost monih by HM the Queen.
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More thon holf Briloin's offshore oil wil I
be comino oshore ol Sullom Voe (left).
Above: th-e Cothedrol on lono. sobn tb be
heoted from the Gulf Streom. Rioht'
Eurooeon funds hove olso oone'inlo
Sumbruoh oiroort. on Shetl-ond's
moinlonl. includino o terminol buildino(lower piilure), to sErvice instollotionsl
position to dipinto the energy resources of the
Gulf Stream; for, although heat pumps are
used quite extensively on the Continent, no
otherpan ofEuropehas the samepotentid for
using warm sea water.
Another source of'free' energy is the sun.
But most businesses regard solar power as
having limited indusuial potential at present.
The domestic situation, on the other hand,
may be very different. An Edinburgh firrr of
architects, engineers and quantity surveyors,
Reiach Hall Blyth Partnership, has won a
Special Commendationin the first European
passive solar competition, for its design of a
group ofhouses on a south-facing slope close
to Edinburgh Castle, in the city cenue.
The scheme involves collecti.g heat from
the sun in a large, communal glazed hall,
storing it in a swimming pool and massive
brick walls, then feeding it to each flat. Sup-
plementary electrical energy would be gener-
ated by winrlmills on the roof. Using these
natural sources of energy, the annud cost of
heating each flat would be iust 136.
Although it won the special commenda-
tion, the proiect is no more than a concept on
paper. The competition's awards did not
include the finance to put such ideas into
practice.
!7ind, wave and solar power proiects may
be important sources of energy in the future,
but the UK's fossil fuel reserves are sufficient
tokeep us goingfor afewmoredecades. Large
sums of European money are being poured
into Scotland to enable coal, gas and oil to be
recovered from the earth, and to provide all'
the ancillary services and facilities which such
multi-million pound industries require.
The imponance of coal to the European
Community was underlined in 1980, when
the EEC inuoduced a new scheme to support
development of particularly important coal
production areas and projects, to meet the
needs ofthe next century. f,nd d16 filg1 finan-
cial package deal was negotiated for Scotland. )
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A f22 million 'soft' loan, and a !l million
interest rebate, were made to the National
Coal Board by the European Coal and Steel
Community (ECSC) for the development of
new reserves and the extension of existing
surface facilities at the Longannet complex in
Fife. Announcing the deal in September, last
year, Mr Christopher Tugendhat, EEC com-
missioner for budget and finance, said: 'Coal,
sometimes thought of as dirty and old-
fashioned, is entering a new era of develop-
ment, modernisation and central importance
for meeting our energy needs.' The Commis-
sion, he added, has estimated that by the year
2000 coal production in the Community will
need to have increased by 25 per cent.
The UK is a maior source of coal within the
Community, accounting for 50 per cent of its
production. The Longannet complex qual-
ified for help because it supplies fuel to the
Longannet power station, which gives Scot-
land threequarters of its coal-fired electricity.
The reserves of Longannet's Castlehill pit
were declining, however, and the NCB
embarked on a f40 million project to sink a
new shaft at Castlebridge and make other
borings to the west, where there is an esti-
mated 60 million tons of coal, to ensure that
the power station's demands would continue
to be met.
As well as providing essential coal, the
scheme also guarantees the iobs of 1,000 Fife
miners into the 2lst century.
European moneyis not given or loaned just
to increase output or open up new opportuni-
ties 
- 
it is spent on human beings, too. It is
recognised, for example, that coal mining is a
hazardous occupation that sometimes costs
lives. \tr7hen miners were killed in a pit acci-
dent at Longannet in 1975, the European
Community gave a small grant to their chil-
dren.
The ECSC is also anxious to safeguard the
health of miners and steelworkers. So it has
made several large grants to the Edinburgh-
based Institute of Occupational Medicine so
that it can study working environments, and
in particular the development of pneumoco-
niosis and other lung diseases in coal miners.
Since it was formed I I years ago, the Insti-
tute's main research interest has been the coal
industry, and European grants have made an
important contribution to its work.
Other energy-related projects which have
been helped by EEC money 
- 
in the form of
loans from the European Investment Bank 
-
are the new Peterhead power station, which
received [10.4 million, and the 425-mile
Frigg pipeline, for which British Gas Cor-
poration obtained a t47.8 million loan.
British Gas are also working on the most
efficient way of making gas from coal, once
North Sea supplies run out. In January this
year, the EEC announced a f3,200,000 grant
towards the S30 million proiect. The coal
gasification research is being carried out at
British Gas's'!trflestfield Centre, Fife.
But it is the oil bonanza in the North Sea
that has created the greatest activity and had
the greatest impact on the Scottish economy.
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coofproduction in the
Com-munitywill need
to hqve increqsed by
25per cent
To cope with such activity, a new terminal
building has been constructed at Sumburgh
to deal exclusively with oil-related flights. It
handles more flights a day than Luton, Edin-
burgh, Birmingham, StanstedorGlasgowair-
ports.
The Shetlands'capital is Lerwick, the most
northerly town in the British Isles and now an
important oil terminal. The ferry from Aber-
deen used to tie-up in the harbourin the centre
of this picturesque town; but the oil rush has
changed all that.
Massive transportable roll-on/roll-off loads
now arrive at Lerwick, and they go directly to
the new terminal at the North Harbour, built
with the aid of around f I million from EEC
funds. Even the little local ferry which runs
between Lerwick and Bressay, an island half-
a-mile away which shelters Lerwick Harbour,
has been completely renewed with the help of
Europeanmoney.
The oil that is recovered from theNorth Sea
comes ashore by pipeline at two main sites:
Sullom Voe to the north of Shetland 
- 
now
Britain's biggest oil port 
- 
and at Flotta, south
of Orkney. An EIB loan of f 16.9 million was
made to the Shetland Islands Council for
Sullom Voe oil tanker harbour. But that is a
drop in the ocean compared with the total
construction costs ofthe port 
- 
now estimated
at around f 1,200 million.
The terminal, operated by BP, was opened
by the Queen in May. It is expected to receive
900,000 barrels ofoil a day this year, which is
more than half of Britain's offshore oil pro-
duction. About 40 per cent is handled by
British refineries, and another 40 per cent
goes to Europe and the United States. Its
capacity is 1.4 million barels a day.
But not only the Shetlands are involved in
the offshore oil industry . Aberdeen is bustling
with activity, and some of the rigs in the
southern sector can be serviced directly from
the granite city. An ERDF grant of f330,000
has helped Aberdeen improve its port facili-
ties. Over fl million from the same EEC
source has also gone to Haliburton Manufac-
turing and Services at Arbroath, which makes
equipment for the petroleum industry.
The European Social Fund, which is con-
cerned with the employment of workers, has
given a t500,000 grant towards the cost of
pilot courses in deep-sea diving at the Under-
water Training Centre, Fort rU7illiam. Diving
technology has advanced rapidly as a result of
off-shore oil exploration and the greater
depths of water at which work needs to be
performed. As well as improving standards,
the Community money has helped reduce the
risk offatal accidents to divers.
Finding oil on the doorstep is all very well,
but its recovery calls for colossal investment.
European grants and loans at preferential
rates have been of enormous help, and no-
wheremore sothan the Shetlands, whichhave
received hefty Community investment and
encouragement. The irony of the situation is
that Shetland was one of only two areas in
Scotland which voted against Britain's mem-
bership in the 1975 referendum. E
,[. 4{
Most of the rigs are 100 miles off the Shet-
lands, a group of over 100 islands of which
only 15 are inhabited. Together with the
Orkneys, they were settled by Norsemen in
the 9th century and ruled by Norway or Den-
mark for the next 500 years. Christian I of
Norway pawned them in lieu of a dowry on his
daughter's marriage to James III, and they
became part of Scotlant around I 468.
Because the rigs need to be serviced by
helicopters, which have a limited flight capa-
bility, the Shetlands have become an impor-
tant base for oil operations. A f 1 million grant
has been made by the European Regional
Development Fund (ERDF) to enable Sum-
burgh Airport on Shetland's mainland (the
largest island) to be developed to cope with the
tremendous increase in air traffic which has
come to it literally out of the blue.
Sumburgh was ideally placed to be a transit
airport and it has had to grow to keep pace
with the oil industry.
The scale ofthat growth can be appreciated
by comparing aircraft movements at Sum-
burgh over the last decade. In 1970 the tiny
airport handled 2,386 landings and depar-
tures: just a handful offlights a day. AII were
fixed-wing aircraft 
- 
not a single helicopter
flew to the Shetlands in those days. Seven
years later, aircraft movements had risen to
20,257 and Sumburgh also handled 18,496
helicopter flights to and from the island.
In other words, in 1977 it was handling
more aircraft movements and passengers in a
single month than it did in the whole of 1970.
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Sir Peter Parker
I neCommuntrvnas
! b..n,"*.nraory laggaroI inr.soondinstothl
I .."rrpo.. rmperauve ln
the European context. There
is far too little to show in
practical evidence for the fine
words ofthe founding fathers.
They had the wisdom to
recognise the crucial
importance of transport in the
life of the Community. Article
3 of the Treaty of Rome
specifically requires'the
adoption of a common policy
in the sphere oftransport'.
Transport, and especially
the international railway
network, has a vital role to play in the reinvigorated EEC. Fof, as
Lord Thorneycroft said in the March issue of guRopg at, the
Community is the most powerful trading block in the world.
Trade, the basis ofthe concept ofthe European family, needs
transport. The basic principles which have since evolved are to
allow transport to function mainly on market economy principles,
within a fair competitive framework, while at the same time
making provision for social costs and benefits to be taken into
account. In other words, the common transport policy adopts a
'mixed economy' approach.
Since the early Sixties, however, the European Commission has
been struggling, a sort of slow-motion wrestling, with this
priority. There has been an attempt to translate principles into
reality along three main lines of action: promoting liberalisation of
the transport market by the removal of quantity controls; striving
to harmonise competitive conditions; and promoting legislation to
compensate transport undertakings and in particular railways, for
unremunerative'public service' operations.
In the event, particularly in the UK, liberalisation has mainly
preceded harmonisation, and a proper balance has not been
achieved.
For example, in our highly competitive domestic freight
business we have seen the market distorted by the healy lorry (as
we told the British government's Armitage inquiry). The heavy
lorry tails by a large margin to make a proper contribution to
infrastructure costs. Moreover, Community and national
legislation on drivers'hours and tachographs is not properly
enforced. Even if it were, there would still be a long way to go to
bring working conditions in road transport into line with those in
railways.
However, I am glad to see some encouraging recent
developments, particularly the initiative by the European
Commission in the field of infrastructure. We hope fervently that
the combined efforts of the Commission, the railways and
Members of the European Parliament will persuade the Council of
Ministers to enact a proposal which has been lying on the Council's
table for over four years: the setting up ofa fund to aid transport
infrestructure projects of community interest.
So change is in the air, perhaps. I am pleased to hear that our
government is as concerned as I am. For Kenneth Clarke, our
under-secretary ofstate for transport recently said in the House of
Commons that 'we should like to make more progress in the right
direction' when speaking about transport infrastructure within
the Community. The group of nine 
- 
now ten 
- 
European railways
have themselves sorted out railway priorities; and at the top of the
list is the welcome, business-like proposition of the Channel
tunnel.
Historically, the'Chunnel' has been a saga for over 100 years.
BR and SNCF three years ago started the debate anew, and there
are several competitive ideas under review now- but in fact all the
likely ones have rail in their strategy. The BR/SNCF scheme for a
tunnel is both modest in concept and modest in cost. It provides
high-quality facilities at a provisional estimate of f 765m (at 1980
prices). The investment, shared between Britain and France,
would be spread over a seven-year period and show a rate of
return, in real terms, of just below l0 per cent.
The tunnel would consist of a single-track railway tunnel and
service tunnel, constructed along the route already established by
earlier studies. Trains would be phased through the tunnel, and
bring the centre ofParis to within only 472 hours from the centre of
London. Brussels will be less than 47+ hours' iourney. In freight
the link will add a vital arm, for the whole of the UK, with bulk
trainload and Freightliner services providing a core to the
movement ofgoods across Europe.
'ln our hiqhlv compelitive
domesticlre[q ht birsi ness we
hqve seen thdmqrker distorted
bythe heovy lorry'
The British Parliament's select committee on uansport has
published a report recommending a single-track tunnel dedicated
to conventional rail traffic 
- 
a solution corresponding very closely
to that which BR/SNCF have developed, although the committee
favour a larger bore as possibly being in the longer-term national
interest. The final decision on whether such a fixed link should be
provided, and if so what form it should take, must rest with the
British and French governments themselves.
The tunnel priority is perhaps the most sensible 
- 
and
incidentally the most spectacular 
- 
illustration of that transport
imperative for Europe which I began with. I have written from a
rail point of view, but it is transport infrastructure as a whole
which matters. The 'rubber wheel or steel wheel', argument is
stale and unproductive. 'We must work together in a more
purposeful, constructive and European way.
tr Sir Peter Porker MVO is Choirmon,British Roilwoys Boord.
'Commun:tv qnd nqtionql
leqislotion 6n drivers' hours
on? lochoqrophs is not
properly e-nforced'
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'Since 797 S,Scotla nd has
received E766.5mJrom
the European Regi,onal
Development Fund...'
YOUNGER, Secretary of
State for Scotland, points to
the benefits 
- 
especially
north of the border
aking Britain into the European
Community was a fundamental aim of
successive governments from 1961,
yet membership remains a political
football. Controversy should have ended in
1975, when we voted by more than two to
one to stayin the EEC.
The recent Vhich? survey, reported in the
Aprilissue of Europe 81, showed a depressing
ignorance of Britain's relationship with our
partners, which may be a commentary upon
the failure, or unwillingness, of some politi-
cians to move public discussion about the
Community forward from the arid debate
about whether Britain should be in or out.
ThetVhich? survey claimed that a substan-
tial maiority thought that EEC membership
had been bad for Britain, and Scotland was the
area most hostile towards the Community.
But how much worse things would have been
for Britain in the Seventies, during which the
world economy seemed for ever in recession,
if we had not had free access to the Commun-
ity market of 250 million consumers, and had
faced the repeated economic storms alone.
The Community, as thelargesttrading bloc
in the world 
- 
accounting for 37 per cent of
world uade if intra-Community trade is in-
cluded, or almost 20 per cent if trade between
the Ten is excluded 
- 
can work effectively to
limit trends towards protectionism, and can
combat unfair trading practices better than an
individual state. In international trade, the
Community's common interest is far greater
than the marginal sectoral disagreements
which may divide us. I am confident that the
new dialogue with Japan will lead to an im-
proved balance oftrade in our favour.
Membership has also helped alleviate the
social consequences of the decline of some of
our major traditional industries, especially
steel, shipbuilding and textiles. Pressure
from the UK led the Community to impose
temporary compulsory production quotas in
the steel industry and to restrain steel im-
ports.
Although each member has to improve the
efficiency ofits own steel industry, restructur-
ing can only be achieved within an orderly
European market. The Community's action
ended a price-cutting war between the Euro-
pean steel industries which could only have
ended in disaster for us all.
There could be cash aid, too, for the Gov-
ernment have applied for a contribution from
the European Coal and Steel Community to-
wards thef 170 million beingspentby BSC on
Hostility to the Community
is saidto be strongest among
the Scots. GEORGE
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early retirement schemes and redundancy
payrnents.
Community action is also helping the tex-
tile industry. Well over two-thirds of imports
oftextiles and slsthing from low-cost sources
are now covered by 4l bilateral agreements
negotiated by the European Commission
under the Multi-Fibre Arrangement.*
But in the face ofruthless political attaak, it
will not be enough in the years ahead foi the
Community to rest on the laurels of past
achievements, or iust to offer is citizens little
more than shelter from the extremes of the
world economic climate.
Unemployment can't be cured by magic,
and weaknesses must be attacked at a national
level. Yet the Community can help create the
conditions for recovery, and it must comple-
ment national measures. All the institutions
ofthe Communityareaware that, whilebring-
ing downinllation must continue to be the top
priority, rneasrues are needed to assist those
groups hardest hit by unemployment.
Ve in Britain get substantial assistance
from the European Social Fund, with a num-
ber ofprojects for training, retraining, reset-
dement, and iob creation - in fact about a
quarter of the total aid available last year,
totalling f,135 million, brinsing the c'mula-
tive totalofgrants to over f,537million, much
ofwhichhas been spentin Scotland.
Scotland also derives considerable benefit
from the European Regional Development
Fund. Since it was established in 1975, Scot-
land has received f 166.5 million from it out of
toul grans made to the UK of S566 million.
From the frst allocation of ERDF grants for
1981, which amountd to tSl million, Scot-
land received almost half .
All of these benefis of membership are
undeniable. Our emergingeconomy would be
cast down in ruins if it stood on its own in the
Eighties.
Currently, over 43 per cent of our trade is
within the EEC 
- 
up from 29 per cent in 1973.
In 1980, for the first time since we ioined the
Community, we enjoyed a trade surplus with
our partners, and the improvement was by no
means exclusively atuibutable to our oil ex-
ports. If we pulled out of Europe, our trade
with the EEC would be severely disruptd at a
cost of hundreds of thousands of iobs in
Britain.
lTithdrawal would cripple inves@ent
from countries like tapan and.dmerica. They
invest here because ofthe European market.
If free access to the much larger Community
market was in doubt, they would take their
money and iobs elsewhere. t"o6-6's high
proportion of multinationals means the Scot-
tish people would be particularly hard hit.
Since 1973, nearly 50 per cent ofall North
American investment in the EEC has been in
the UK. Nissan's new plant will serve the
whole ofVestern Europe. They are not look-
ing here because we are British, or Scots, or
\Pelsh, or Fnglish, but because we are Euro-
peans!
Opponents of membership have long said
* S a special report, page I 0.
r:'
Paris and tee Provfu;: the politics of
local govetuent reform in France.
By Peter-Nexis Gourevitch. AJlea and
Unwin,f18.(X).
, :, -,., t '
",naaceover the political and adminisfirative
. 'ssene would also be to deprive natiooal
politicians, either in pwei or hoping to
, ,,attain power, of their gift of patronage.
, Ilence cxtreng reluctaoce on all eids to
",,turrenderthemqansofprwurehabitualty
":,"€fttcisdl by the metro)Flis on the
' 
rpqxip|rcm1" erea$ of France. Profe*or
'',," 
Gourevich tas written an interesting bk
:l ,on this ever requrrent subiect, though
,., pe&sps he dffi uotrealise the deadweight
ofhistory to be shufled off by reformersin
-lir area-
.:
,', Spains lXctatilship to Democracy
By,Raluond &rr and Juau Pablo Fusi. :
: 2nd, odition. Allen & Unwin, LLZ.SL,
f4,95 (paperback).
This second edition ofa standard work on
, contempomrySpaiawaspublishedbdore
,, 
ithe recent attempt at a corp d'€tat. None-
, thsless, as the final words ofthe Iast chap
. 191, indislsr rhe authors prceived the
approagbingdanger, cratedinlargepart,
I rprovi1ces.r': Now, otre uray suspeqt,
, although the immediare pril has beeo ;
r 'averted by the resolute behaviour of King ,
r Juan Carlos, thti army has not said its lasf
word, Itisapitybecause, againstallhistor-
icalprecedents, the transition to demosa-
crrinspafu had beercarriedoutwithgd l
potiticdpanies (including Senor Santiagp
,'interet gpoups concerned. If only the
Basque provinces had behaved like
Catalonia...
There are a nunber ofgood books on
Spain in Enghsh. This in-telligent work
adds to them and providec a most useful
guide to even_ ts which, nlss, may quicken.
A.H.
firms trying to export to the Community. I
believe, too, the next few years will see an
improvement in the working of the Commun-
ity labour market, with a greater notification
of job vacancies between Community coun-
tries.
I believe we must play an assertive role in
guiding the Community into new fields of
activity, and be prepared to take better advan-
tage ofthe incomparable oppornrnities which
ourmembershipoffers.
There is much good coming from the Com-
munity, and I will encure tbat the people of
Scotland continue to benefit and are kept
aware of the true exrcnt of ^tis bonus.
trAbridged fr om T lu S cotsman.
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Ever since Jan-Francois Graviet' s Paris a
lz dtsertfrancais-a genuinely original bmk
in its time 
- 
the question of deceutralisa-
tion in France has been a zubiect of politi-
el controversy and political [ranoeu-
nring. This was the issue that unseated de
Gaulle in 1969, an4 since then, French
pliticians bave preferred to let it alone.
Infact, to deprive Paris of its predomi-
we have ceased to be masters of our fate. Tdk
of 'Europe imposing things upon us'is plain
nonsense. 
.No maior piece of Community
legislationcan beenactedwithout the consent
of the British Government.
In more and more areas, progress in Euro-
pean co-operation will have a substantial
benefit for our citizens.
I hope to see a liberalisation of air fares
berween the Community countries, and the
Government will also, during the British
Presidency, be trying to ensure a freer market
for services such as insurance.
Muchstillremains to be done in completing
the common market on goods in the Com-
munity, and many non tariffbarriers to trade
are still a rel impediment for some smaller
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Europe's embattled textile industry faces a number
otchallenges. Some of these are being taken up with
Third Vorld textile-producing countries in G-eneva,
in negotiations for renewal of the rules which have
regulated world trade in texriles since 1974. Others
will involve Community policy-makers in bilateral
trade discussions with the American administration.
Nearer home, steps will be taken to modernise
Europe's textile industries, to adapt them to
changing requirements.
Hard tinres lor Eurcpe's textiles
Stiffcompetition from the Third World and America
is forcing European companies to take action,
reports SHADA ISLAM
he last twenty years have been particu-
larly difficult ones for Europe's textiles
industry. Competition has come from
the Third ttrforld, where clothing and
textiles manufacture requires only modest
capital investment and is labour intensive.
This has prompted the development of highly
competitive textile and clothing industries,
particulady in South-East Asia.
European Community imports from these
newly indusuialised countries grew by about
25 per cent during the period 1973 to 1976,
leading to fears that they would take over the
European market almost completely.
Another challenge is from the United States,
notably in the man-made fibre sector. US
textile producers have adopted an aggressive
export policy, making significant gains in
The Communitv
textile qnd clolhing
industry sccounls
for 30 p6r cent of
womeh's iobs
European markets due to the size and efficien-
cy of their industry, aided by the US Govern-
ment's policy of conuolling oil and natural gas
prices.
In Europe itself there has been a marked
slackening in textile demand, linked to the
curent economic crisis. As a result, annual
increase in European textiles consumption is
expected to grow at arate ofonly I per cent per
year, compared with 5 per cent during the
period 1970-1973.
The effects of these maior changes have
been felt with particular intensity in Europe.
A study undertaken by the European Com-
missionhas noted that, in the Community as a
whole, about 700,000 iobs in the textile sector
disappeared between 1973 and 1978. Of this
total, 422,000 jobs were lost in the texrile
industry and 278,000 in the clothing sector.
About 4,200 European firms went out of busi-
ness, represen 'ng a net workforce reduction
of22 per cent in the textile industry and over
20 per cent in the clothing industry. The same
l0
'Very limited olternotive oossibilities for o
predominontly femole wbrkforce. . .'
pattern is seen in all the member statesl but
areas without other industries, and with very
limited alternative employment opportuni-
ties for a predominantly female workforce,
were the hardest hit.
The number of such lobs lost was particu-
lary high in the Netherlands, Belgium and
Denmark, where over 40 per cent of iobs
disappeared between 1973 and 1978. In the
United Kingdom and ltaly, the overall loss
over the same period was around 15 per cent.
Employment in the textile and clothing
industry continues to shrink, reports the
Commission, even though the rate of iob lossin most of the member states has slowed
down. The Community textile and clothing
industry still accounts for roughly 8 per cent
of manufacturing industry's contribution to
the Community gross national product, 9.5
per cent of fobs in manufacturing industry,
and 30 per cent of women's iobs.
The survival of the sector is therefore of
crucial importance to the European economy.
Even today, ridden with crisis and difficulties
as it is, the EEC's textile and clothing industry
is still the world's foremosr export industry.
The Commission study, however, high-
lights the fact that, since I 973, the production
index for textiles and clothing has followed a
steady downward trend. Despite some recov-
ery in 1979, it has not managed to return to the
1973 position. The overall volume of textile
production in the Community fell by over 9
per cent betweet 1976 and 1978. Investment
in the sector improved in 1978 (when it totd-
led 224.9 million ECU) compared with
figures for the previous years (when invest-
ment fell to 186.5 million ECU in 1975). Butit
has still to reach the 257.2 million ECU in-
vestedin the sectorin 1973.
The problems facing the textile sector were
highlighted by the one-hour strike ordered by
the European textiles trade union 
- 
Comitex-
til 
- 
involving textile workers in all member
states last December. The strike was called by
the unions to draw attention to job losses and
to galvanise the European Community into
action against imports both from the develop-
ing countries and from the United States.
The discussions in Geneva mark the third
time that textile producing and importing
countries from the industrialised North and
the developing South have come togetler to
discuss ways and means of regulating interna-
tional uade in textiles. The first Multifibres
Arrangement, concluded ,n L974, had the
express aim offostering the expansion oftex-
tiles trade, the reduction of barriers to such
trade, and the progressive liberalisation of
world trade. The Agreement was also de-
signed to ensure the orderly and equitable
Zoaz
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development of this trade and to avoid disrup-
tive effects in individual markets and on indi-
vidual lines of production in both importing
and exporting countries.
ttrilhen the MFA came up for renewal in
1977, the Community's policy-makers were
well aware of the crisis in their textile indus-
Ey, and of the fact that the MFA would need
to be extended 
- 
but with certain modifica-
tions. Their attention was drawn to the fact
that, during the period 1970 to 1974, textile
and clothing imports in the Community had
risen by 22.5 per cent, as against 64 per cent
for the United States. Overall, the rate of
peneuation (the ratio of imports to consump-
tion) in the Community was put at 20 per cent,
compared with 10 per cent for the United
States.
More effective measures essentially against
imports were clearly required. The Commun-
ity told its MFA partners that member states
would only renew the Agreement if a number
'As the EEC counlries
see it, the situcrtion
requires conlinuqtion
of ihrport controls'
of Third World suppliers signed bilateral
agreements limiting their exports to the EEC
to levels which, in some cases, would be a
departure from certain MFA rules. For exam-
ple, the Communiry stipulated that for some
eight sensitive textile products, the import
levels set by the EEC could be lower than
those allowed under the MFA. These quotas
were part ofthe internal global ceilings for all
imports of sensitive items from the develop-
ing countries, agreed to by EEC countries in
1977.
The main long-term aim of the tightening
of imports was to give the Community's in-
dustry time to restructure and modernise. In
the short term, the Community was looking
for ways to'stabilise' the penetration rates of
imports from low-cost countries in the Third
\U7orld.
The Community's policy appears to have
been successful in meeting atleast one ofthese
obiectives. A recent Commission study stres-
ses that, from 1976 to 1979, imports of MFA
textile products increased by only 4 per cent,
compared with 25 per cent during the fust
three years ofthe application of the first MFA.
But problems have cropped up on other
fronts. Exports to the Community have in-
creased at an annual rate of 7.4 per cent from
countries in the Mediterranean region with
which the EEC has 'preferential' relations.
But the maior threat currently comes from the
industrialised countries, particularly the
United States, whose exports to the EEC
rocketed by 74.5 per cent in 1979. The Com-
mission notes that 'among the reasons for this
uend are the boosting of export promotion,
currency fluctuations, and the difference in
the costs ofraw materials (feedstock and raw
materials) and energy, all of which are addi-
tional to the advantage gained from large-
scale production.'
As the EEC's industry, trade unions and
governments seeit, the situation in the textiles
sector requires continuation of import con-
uols vis-i-vis third country suppliers. In a
recent statement, the European trade union
committee for textiles, Comitextil, made it
clear that a mere renewal of the MFA is not
sufficient to deal with the ever-increasing
competition facing European textile produc-
ers. The agreement, they note, will need to be
renegotiated, so that it can take account ofthe
economic and social situation prevailing in the
Community, the fact that the EEC textiles
market is over-saturated and facing stagnat-
ing demand and the reality that other world
textile markets are now closed.
A similarly'restrictive' approach has been
adopted by the European Parliament. In a
resolution adopted recently, the Parliament
stressed the'need to consider textile imports
from all low-cost sources in determining
acceptable import quantities.' The Parlia-
ment also called for the installation of a system
of review of quota ceilings at regular intervals,
so that the rate of growth of import penetra-
tion does not exceed the rate of growth in
Community demand for textile products. It
underlined that'quota allocations to the new-
ly industrialised supplier countries' should be
related to 'the degree of access they allow to
Community products'. The Parliament also
dealt with the problems created by increasing
American exports to EEC countries, stressing
that a mutually acceptable agreement should
be concluded with the Americans, who
should also be persuaded to take a greater
share of low-cost imports.
These arguments are not taken lightly in
the Third rtr7orld. At a series of meetings held
in Geneva last year, the developing countries
expressed their deep concern that'the com-
mitment of developed importing countries to
liberalise world trade in textiles and clothing
remains unfulfilled'. Furthermore, they
added, 'the restrictive nature of the regime
under the MFA has been aggravated by the
unrestrained trade among developed coun-
tries, which grossly discriminates against de-
veloping countries.'
Third Vorld nations are particularly wor-
ried about the fact that, as they see it, de-
veloped countries restrain textiles and
clothing imports from developing countries,
while continuing to expand their exports to
developing countries 
- 
not only of textile
machinery, chemicals, fibres and related pro-
ducts, but also ofnon-textile products affect-
ing the overall trade balance.
European Commission experts have yet to
formulate the guidelines to be followed by the
Community in the Geneva negotiations. But,
foreseeably, the Community has asked for a
renewal of the MFA. At the same time, action
against Third ttr(orld suppliers will have to go
hand in hand with efforts to control imports
from the industrialised countries.
BRITISH MEPs
SPEAKOUT
MichaelWelsh BarrySeal
In a debate in the European
Parliament in April on the renewal of
the multifibre agreement, MEPs from
Lancashire and Yorkshire made
speeches on behalfofthe textile
industry in their regions.
Mr Michael r0flelsh (Lancashire
Central), said that, in the United
Kingdom, over 60,000 people in the
industry had lost their lobs in the
previous nine months. He urged that
the United States should take a greater
share of low-cost imports, so as to ease
the pressure on Community textile
markets. He also had a message for
Third ttrTorld countries who are
building up their exports of low-price
textiles: 'In your own interests, do not
force us to put up protective barriers'.
Mr Barry Seal (\7est Yorkshire)
called on the Commission to follow the
example of the Belgian and French
governments' approach to the textile
industry. The level of access to the
EEC, he said, should be determined
only by the state of the Community
market.
A report on the renewal ofthe
multi-fibre agreement, drawn up by
the Committee on External Economic
Relations, was agreed.
g
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How it feels to be French in 1987
Like other Eruopeans, the French are experiencing socid,
politicd and cultural changes which strike at their nationd morale.
In this article, JEAI.{ LACOUTURET S pro.mrnent iotrnalist and corespondent,gives a personal view of the 'angst' in France today
! have a friend from Eastern Europe who 'chose freedom'in 1960.
! Fifteen years later he becane French. Here is what he says today:
! qWhen I chose to become French, I reproached myself for takingI theeasywayout, forabandoningthetoughestfight. Now, however,
I realize that perhaps I chose the more difficult way. Long ago it was
appealing to be French. From now on it will be a test. I do not regret
anything...'
A test? To be French in 198 I is to feel on trial. A trial ofideas, a trial
of opinion, perhaps even a trial for witchcraft, brought on as much by
events as by the world and by the very citizens of one's country. It is a
trialinwhichlegal brlefsaremorenumerous thanlawyers, in Franceas
well as abroad; in which the indictment is forever gening longer; in
whichthewitnessesforthedefencearegettinghardertofnd. Itisatrial
in which no verdict is expected, but in which the accused does not hope
to be completely absolved.
the international system, and of ttre western economy 
- 
which, for the
first time in more tl .n 30 years, have dl struck at the same time. The
governmental crisis is demonstrated by therecent presidential election
campaign. Republicans by principle, monarchists by instinct, the
French made do with a republican monarchy, which proposed solu-
thisrepublic.
As regards the economic crisis, the French are not the only ones
subjected to it and they probably suffer less thrn the Belgians or the
Spaniards. Vhat is serious in France is the unemplolment problem-
less cnrel thnn in Britain and scarcely more ss than irr Germany, but
which assumes menacing tones for French denocrary if one takes into
account the exceptionally large number of foreign workers here. Any
new threaB on the emplolment scene are viewed as an aggression, and
constitute an encouragement to xenophobia and racism.
Nevertheless, the anxiety which troubles the French appears to be
directed toward so6sthing els€. It takes on a more encompassing form
than amere governnental crisis or social-economic threat. Should one
speak of an identity crisis? Vould the French nation, which was
formerly united, iealous of the harmony and elegance of its territorial
fouadation, of the cohesion ofits language and culture, watch it dl lose
substance, dissolve in larger and amorphous shapes, or fall into litde
parts? Itis true that anincreasingnumberofsitizens feelmore Breton
or Basque than French, and others more European than ProvenC or
Alsatian.
However, though this phenomenon rnay now grow, it will not pose a
great risk. It is not expansion and contraction of'Frenchness' which
would be undesirable, mutations which are a qmbol of life, the
breathing of history. The 'angst' in Fraoce today, this feeling of being
on trial 
- 
as with Kalda's heroes, knowing neither the nature of the
indictnent nor the text of the law- springs from what could be called
the essence ofbeing French. Allnations have apurpose, fromhavinga
mission to fulfill 
- 
at any rate, a profound reason to exist 
- 
to a mere
occupation ofspace. But few peoples have believed it as much as the
French, even outside the two or three centuries when France was the
dominant power abroad.
It is not enough to say that today this anitude is obsolete. The issues
troubling the French are more their survival as a people, their being,
tha. their lost power, their threatened wealth, their challenged unity,
t2
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their minor impact on diplomacy, their little appuent credibility in
militaly deterence. More important are issues that concern their
history, their art, their culture, and- pompously- their civilisation.
It is precisely from this point of view that the two most recent
indictments have been published, one in an article, and the other ia a
book. The article was published not long ago in the Ne.D Yorher, a
magazine for which I have a very high regard. In it one could read that
thearts, the social life, andhumanrelationsinPariswerenothingmore
than falsification, decadence and futility. One who lives inside a
mechanism does not always perceive its failures. The fact that an
American observer has recendy perceived in such amanner a culturd
Iife which used to be great, and which used to be important to the
world, can be upseaing.
lt is true that, since the deaths of Frangois Mauriac, Andrf Malraux
and Jean-Paul Sartre, the French political and literary scene has been
ted writer, the righter ofwrongs, the defender ofthe accused, and the
accuser of the powerfril; and it is true that the Nobel Prize for literature
has eluded us for so long. These facts force us to question the cultural
fertility ofFrance.
Beyond fertility, a recent fuk, L'IdeoW Frurqaise by Bernard-
Henry L€vy, deals with the very significance of French culture, in that
it portrays theracistregime ofVichyas them<ist typicd expression, in
modern times, of French tradition. Everythingin French civilization
that does not come from intellectual universality 
- 
the 'human rights'
declared in the French revolution, secularism, and enlightened
philosophy- should be attributed to racism and xenophobia.
One has to consider that such a book appeared in a country already
shaken by the xenophobic initiatives of the most powerfirl of its
workers' parties. It appeared right after a number of racist murder
attenpts had disnrpted the nation's conscience, and just as France's
neighbours were accusing it either ofgiving or not giving asylum to
terrorists from the Itslian Red Brigades and the military branchof the
Basque independence movement. So one can see why the French ask
themselves questions. And among the frst is: !7hat does it meari to be
Frenchtoday?
C,an apeople giveup its ownuniquerole? Shouldit, when threatsof
all kinds appear, look to aliEmment, integration, or merging into a
larger community? The answerwouldbeyes, definitely, for Franceas
well as for Great Britain or Italy 
- 
unique nations rich in history and
latent fertility 
- 
if this choice were not to mean abandoning respon-
sibilitv.
Like our friend from Eastern Europe who chose to become French
andis realiziagtoday thathefaces atest, so toothe British, theltalians,
and the French know that their crowded history is primarily a chal-
lenge,which shouldbedealtwithfintonanational, collectiveleveland
theninaglobdrealm. TobeFrenchin 1981 istofeelontrial. However,
there is no cause which cannot be defended, and no test which does not
WhatputsFranceontrialarethreecrises-ofthedomesticsystem, of left without this particular species, the'eternal Voltairer'the commit-
t"frkiT',n:*flJ,;or*"*r,.-gotia,med,theynorongersaw 
'{n iTrcreosing number
what was republican in this monarchi *a *n"t *"r 
-oo"r"[iot io Of CiliZenS fggJ mgfe BfgtOn Of
Bosquethon French...'
contribute to a renaissance. g
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lVehave amandate
to overhaulthe CAP
Important new developments in the European Community are
either being planned o1 are under way on several fronts. These
developmei& are important for the dommunity, and they are
also important for the UK.
principles, is a central aspect of this
mandate. Careful thought will have to
be devoted to its future ffnensing and,
iir partiorlar, to the relationship be.
tween market requirements and social
objectives. Wendtu considerwhether
a re-vmping of the legislation of the
1960s will be adequate to met the
needs of the 1980s, or whether instead
we should consider the practicabiliff of
creatingaseparatewayofhelpingpoor-
er famers which does not distort the
price mechanism and create expensive
and unpopular surpluses.
We also need to look atthe activities
ofthe Community in other fields where
new policy initiatives, and new financ-
ing methods, may have a part to play in
creatinga more balancd anil.fair Com-
,muaity Budget. In times ofhigh rurem-
ployment, crisis in old induskies and
opprtunity for new high technolory
indusFies, we must Ey to ensure that
Community policies make a greater
and moro relevant contribution to the
resolution of the problems whieih are of
the greatest concem to ifs citizens.
Il,t{otry
"*,AMW,Vice PresidentQfe Eumpean
Commission, responsible for budget
and financial ontrol.
Efforts are now being mado to im-
prove co-ordination in foreign policy, to
increase cooperation on eonomic and
monetary matters, to reform the ff nan-
cial system of the Community, and to
develop the activities of the Commun-
ity in awaywhich makes itmorc clearly
relevant to the everyday concetns of
ordinarycitizens.
Of particular siguificance is the re-
sbucturingof the Community Budget
as agred by the member ststes on 30
Maylastyear. The BudgetasitcuJrent-
lyoperatesleads to two complaints. the
first is that it is unbalanced as betwen
agEicultuml and other Community
activities, such as regional policy, so-
cial policy and indushial plicy, The
s*ond iE that its costs and benefits are
distributedhhreumemherstates in a
capricious and unfair fashion. there is,
of course, 6 link betwen these two
pmblems, since the domination of agri-
cultue means that those who lose on
the CAP swings cannot gain compara-
ble benefitsfromthe otherpolicy round-
abouts.
the European Commission has been
at work for seveial months now on an
analysis ofthe Community Budget and
on dsvising ways of overcoming these
difficulties. We are sommitted to pm-
ducingproposals in time for the Euro-
pean Council to be helit at the end of
Jnne. We were given this task at the
time of the settlement of the so-called
British bufuetary problem just over a
year ago. One ofthe central purposes of
our mandate is to prevent the recur-
ence for any member state ofthe sort of
hnacceptable situation' in which the
UKfounditself.
Within the uext couple of years the
Community will reach the limit of its
own resourres 
- 
customs duties, agri-
cultnral levies, and up to the frst 1 per
cant of VAT levied on a common base.
This provides the catalyst for changes
and impmvements, which are in any
case badly ueede4 in the way money is
spent through the Community Budget.
Ihey must be inhodud if we are to
succed in persuading member states
that adilitional resources should be
made available for the Communiffs
fi:rtherdevelopment.
It is, in my view, particularly in the
interests ofthose countries that do bad-
ly out ofthe present situation that the
development of tlre Community shoulil
not be held back. At pnesent we simply
do nothavethe fnancial means atour
disposal to build up the policies that
wouldhelpthem.
The overhaul and modernisation of
the CAP, while maintaining its basic
TATKING POINT
The neootation olthe
Comm[nitf s common agricultural
prices lorthe cunent markeling
yeartook place against a
backdrop of demonstrations by
farmers masd outside the
Charlemagne building in Brussels
where the Agdculture Ministers
met at the beginning ol April.
The farmers wanted an overall
price increase ol 1 5 per cent The
European Commission, mindfu I ol
its resoonsibilities to consumers
aswellastothelarming
community, liavoured 7.8 per cert.
The flnal ligure agreed was 9.5 per
cent.
The Commission prcposed what it
considered to be a prudent pdce
increase. Ai the same time, it is
tryingbymeansof a
conesponsibility levy on
over-produc{ioi in dairying, which
may be extended to other sectors,
to irlolve farmers more closely in
the managernent of the common
agdcultural policy while atthe
same time continuino to ofler a
guaranteed lMng in6me to those )
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TheReqinns
Gommunity aid to
'quakeuictimsready
toflow
Detalls of; Comnunifi r assistance to
the regions of Southem ltaly
devastated by last Novembet's
earthquake have now been worked
out and the aid of 1 billion ECU will
soonbegintoflow.
fire assistance is in the form of loans
for projects to rebuild industry in the
area and to restore infrastructures.
The loans will be made either out of
the European Investment Bsnk's re'
sourses or from the funds of the New
Communitylnshrument which was set
up to imprcve investment backing in
the infrasbructure and energy sectors,
and from which Italy has already
benefitd.Ihe loans will qualify for a
3 per cent interest subsidyfinanced out
of the Communi!/s budget.
Italiai authorities are curently in
the process of identifring suitable iu-
vesfuentprojects in the disaster areas
which can qualify for the cheap Com-
munity loans. Some projects are
already at the vetting stage.
Tbo days after the earthquake
continued from previ ou s p ag e
engaged in this vital sector of the
economy.
While there is no intention of
abandoning the Community's only
true @mmon policy. there cannot
Nor
between
budget on agriculture 
- 
around 67
per cent last year- and spending
in other areas continue to exist.
Last May, the Commission was
given a mandate to carry out a
global review of the possibiliiies for
adapting and developing different
Community policies, aswell asan
analysis of the associated
problems of financing these
policies. The place of agriculture in
the overall s@nomy, and its share
of Community budgel spending,
form part ol this detailed reMew
which is cunently taking place,
price limits to replace the Commis-
sion's mandatory controls whi& are
due to expire inJune.
The steel producers, Eumfer, are
holding a series of meetings in a bid to
meetthe deadline.
Enlargemcnt
Gommunity gives
assutances to spain
lte Ten are ready to press ahead
for Spanish nembership of the
Community aa soon as possible,
Dutch Foreign Minister Chris Van
der Kaauw told his Spanish
counterpart.fose Pedro Perez
Llorca in Brussels recently.
Further support for the Spanish
goverrnent after the recent abortive
coup in Madrid came at the European
Summit in Maastricht, where Oom-
munity leadens iesued a statement ex-
pressing their'great satisfactiou at the
reaction of the King Government and
people ofSpain in the face ofthe attacks
recently made against the democratic
system of their country.'
The Community is also prepared to
give financial aidto Spainbefore itjoins
the Community. January 1 1984 is the
most likely target date for Spanish
acceesion.
Trode
New rules soughtto
probcttextile jobs
In a bid to protect the Communit;/s
ft agile texdle indushy, where jobs
are being lost daily the Europan
Commisslon is proposing to make
new @ding anangements with
lhirdlf,orldCounhies.
It is planning to negotiate adminis-
trative co-operation arrangements
with the main countries which export
textiles to the Community under pre-
ferential agreements when textile
trade arrangements lapse at the end of
this year. Most ofthese countries are in
the Mediterranean basin.
Ihe Comrnission would like to setup
consultatiou machinery which would
be activated once imports from these)
struck on November 23,the Europan
Commission decided to grant immedi-
ate aid of 1.5 million ECU with more
substsntial emergency aid to follow
once ithadfullerinformation aboutthe
disaster. This immediate aid was paid
onNovember2T.
Ihe following day the Commission
decided to supply the Italian author-
ities free ofcharge withvital food aid in
the form of 16,000 tonnes of cereals,
1,900 tonnes of meat and 1,000 tonnes
ofoliveoil.
Just before Christmas, a sup-
plementary bufuet of 40 million ECU
was votedby the European Parlianent
and the 1981 budget has set aside an
additional 15 million ECU for the vic-
tims ofthe disaster.
Agreement on
programme to help
Indusfrry Mintsters of the Ten have
reaffinned their intention to phase
out public subsidies in the steel
indusby by mid-198i|. At a recent
meeting in Brussels the Ministers
approved a resolution outlining a
four.point programme for
restoringintemadonal
competitiveness to the indus@.
Ttrey called for progressive phasing
out ofall public aids that do not directly
contribute to a reduction in production
capacity; for areduction in overall steel
output; and for a ban on expansions of
pmduction capacity that are not accom-
panied by equivalent cutbacks else-
where.
The Ministers aleo asked the Euro-
pean Commission to lmk into all types
ofnational aid currently being used in
the European steel industry, with the
nim of d:awing up a central infoma-
tion system to be used to check that any
future planned aid confonns with
approved reshrrcturing plans.
there was also a fim commitmeut to
look at'appropriate measures' to offset
the social effects ofsteel cutbacks and
help find altemativejobs for redundant
steelworkers.
The Ministers also repeated their
firm desireto see Europe's stelmakers
agree on production and
EI]BOFOB,IIM
Broaderbench
The European Courtof Justice,
which isthefinal arbiterol
Community law, is to add an extrajudge to ils bench, bringing the
fotd to eleven. Thefirstjudgelobe
appointed to the new post will be
Fiench. There is already a French
judge, as well as one from each of
thebther member states. The
number ol advocates-general will
be raised byonetoatotal of five.
NotforSovlets
Chargesthat 700 head of lrish
cattlahave been exported weekly
over several months via Belgium
to Romania where they are then
slaughtered and ultimately go to
Soviet troops in Afghanistan have
been denied bythe European
Commission. ltsaid in replyto a
European Parliament question
thatwhile 13,800cattle had been
exported in the latter months of
last year it had received
assurances from the Romanian
authoritie that none of the meat
had been exported to the Soviet
Union norto its troops in
Afghanistan.
THE NEWS
IN BBIEF
AldforZlmbabwe
The Community has joined one of
its memberstates, the United
Kingdom, in a special aid package
for newly-independent Zmbabwe.
It is contributing 14.5 million ECU
to helpfinance six projects to meet
urgent e@nomic and social needs
in ruralareas.The UKis
ontributing 34 million ECU and
the zmbabwean govemment the
balance ol41 .5 million ECU. Since
independence, Community aid to
the lormer British colony has
totalled around 60 million EGU. ln
November, Zmbabwe became
the 6Oh member ol the Lom6
Convention.
Newdate
Theresumptionof the
North-South dialogue, which is
designed to pave the wayfor a
newworld economic order, has
been postponedfrom June and
willnowbeheld in October. More
than 20 delegations representing
industrial, developing and
oil-producing countrie are
expected to take part. At the last
series of negotiations in 1 977, the
Gommunity pledged $385 million
to a one billion dollar programme
to help the pmrest countries,
{countries reached a certain level and
before they became a threat to jobs in
the CommuniQ/s o$,n textile industry,
in which around 1 million jobs have
disappeared irthe past decade.
In addition, the Commission would
like to lay down unifom rules for tex-
tile outward processingtrafrc 
-the sys-
tem whereby raw materials are ex-
ported temporarily from the Commun-
ity to be processed elsewhere, generally
in low-cost developing countries.
While these oprations are ofbenefit
to poorThird World countries, they also
help to protect jobs in the Community
by maintaining the level of activity in
its textile industry. They are also a
useful meaas of exporting Community
equipment and know-how, as well as
creating new markets for other Com-
munity goods by boosting purchasing
power in the developing countries.
Efr&rnnlRel,atipns
Ten offer more
cut-price food to
Poland
In response to urgent requests by
the government in Poland, where
food stocks are reckoned to
amountto only 12 days supplyfor
tlhe whole countr5l, t,he Europear
Commission is proposlng to make
almost 56t0,(ffi tonnes of food
available to tlre If, arsaw
govermment at 15 per cont below
worldprices.
this is the Communiffs second
emergenpy food package for the Poles,
400,000 tonnes having beea set aside,
again at reduced prices, just before
Christmas. About 60,000 tonnes ofthis
has alreadybeen delivered and the rest
isonitsway.
The cost to the Community of provid-
ing the Iatest cut-price fmdis reckoned
to be ofthe order of33 
-illion ECU. It is
made up of 400,000 tonnes of cereals
and the balance of sugar, meat, milk
powder, butter, cheese and colza oil.
lbe Commission's proposal is inline
with the determination expressed by
the ten heads of state and government
at their Europeau Council sumuit in
Maastricht on March ?g-fuLtn give as
much help as pssible to Poland.
It is pssible that individualmem,ber
governments may make financial
srdits available to the Polish govern-
ment to enable it to take up the Com-
munit;/s offer. It was the delay in
arrangingthese credits, aswell as other
technical difrculties, which delayed
the delivery ofthe first consigament of
cheapfood.
Ten scnd food aid to
Ghina forfircttime
I'he Community is sending
emergency food aid worth 6.2
milllon ECU at world prices to
relieve fernine in Chtna" IIre aid, in
the form of 2r(ffi tonnes of nrilk
powdor and 8r(X)0 tonnes of colza
oil" will be dishibuted in the
provinces of Ilebeii which has
suffered drought for the past 87
years,'and of Hubei which has had'
serious floods for the past 26 years.
The United Nations disaster relief
Organisation has reckoned that China
needs a total of 500 million ECU worth
of sueh aid. Ttre Community has don-
ated what it could this year after
assigning its food aid stocks to other
needy counties hfore the Chinese
needbecameknown.
Refracing fte
Iootsteps of Marco
Polo
An historic meeting of East and
West took pl,ace in Brussels before
East€r when a high-level Qhin ssg
govermment delegafi on and top
European businessmen came
togetherto discuss trade and
inveshent opportunities.in the
world's biggest single market
The EEC-Chfuu business week, the
first of its kind, which was organisedjointly by the European Qsmmission
and the Peking governnent, brought
together 100 Chinese officials and 300
Community businessmen.
The Chinese delegation was led by
Vice-Premier Gu Mu. He was ascompa-
nied by three vice-ministem of trade
and state planning, as rf,ell as the man-
aging directorB o1'gix imrorherport cor-
porations and senior government of-
ficials. Ttre Community participants
were senior executives from about 300
companies snd lanks, as well as Com-
mi ssion representatives,
The emphasis was on the pmmotion
of individual contacts which enabled
the Community participants to erplore
trade and investment possibilities, par-
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postponement of a numbr of projects,
were reasured'by Mr Gu Mu that
China was going through a temporary
friod of economic rea{iuefuent but
that the Peking government intendd
to coutinlre with it€'open-doo/ hade
andinvestmentpolicy.
'Certain people have misunderstd
the political and economic situation ir
Chinato mean that little business canb done with China, but this shows a
lack of farcightedness,' he said.
Since tJle opening of official relations
between the Comaunity aud China in
1975, which led to the signing of a
&amework trade agreement three
years later, trade betweenthe two has
grown sukantially, doubling in both
directions between 1975 and 1979.
Chinese uports totlre Communityrose
from 667 million ECU in L97 5 to L,gZtL
rnilliqlf,Q[J in 1979. Trade int]re other
directionrose from 1,153 miUisa EQIJ
to 2,101 million ECU.
Figures for the firet ni.e months of
last year show a firrther increase of
Chinese eports to the Community to
1,340 million ECU but'a decline in
Community e:ports to China tfi L,242
rni|Iion ECU. Chinese authorities have
assured the Community that this ie
only a temporary phenomenon.
Transport
Freer driving proposal
is stalled
The Communlt5/s 1bansllort
Ministershavefailed to secure a
25 1rcr cent increase in Community
road haulage permits being sought
by the European Commission.
Ttrese allow transport companies to
cross different Community frontiers
without havingto have a different set of
papers for each Community country.
By helping to cut thmugh red tape
trhe quotas, cu:rently numhring 372?,
rduce hauliers' administrative over-
- 
ticularly
' inthe fields
of minerals
and metals, an:i-
mal by-products,
light iudusby, textiles,
chemicals and machinery./ Westem businesmen wor-
ried by a recent falloffin hade
with China and the caacellation or
"The call for protectionist
measures in'world trade is heard
again and again notonly insidethe
Community but everywhere in the
world. lt is a reactionbf fear, no
more and no less. And as fear is
the worst of counsellors, it should
be ignored. Protectionism will not
salegua.rd our standard ol lMng, it
willruinit.'
-Wlhelm Haferkamp,
Vice-President ol thd Eurooean
Commission responsible lirr
Extemal Relations.
'Europe is very dfficult to run with
ten members. I have alwavs been
in favour of reforming the way it is
run. Meetingsof ten pafticipants
haveto discuss issues onwhich
there must always be unanirnous
decision before any actlon can be
taken. The system is therefore
gradually becoming paralysed.
This is whythe system neids to be
reformed.'
:-fonner President
Giscardd'Estaing.
'lt is no longer tolerable that
Gqrmanyshould be such a large
net contibutor to the Gommufitv
budget whilst being unfairly
treated over steel and fisheries.'
- 
Helmut Schmidt, Federal
GermanChancellor.
'We now detect some in Europe
who believe that lhe arms coritrol
negotiations can somehow
substituts for, rather than
complement, lhe modemisation
efforts in ourweapons systsms.
They believe that we can baroain
the rbduciion ol a deployed $viet
weapons system for a promise not
to deplov our own offsettino
systeim.'Commonsense, aE well
asthe long historyof arms
negotiations with the Soviet Union,
tells us thatthis is ilfusorv. The onlv
way to deal with the Soviet Union '
is lrom a strong position. Only if it is
absolutely clear then that we-are in
the process of fielding weapns of
our own will they agree to serious
bargaining on their weapons."
- 
Richard Allen, President
Beagan's National Secu fty
Adviser.
heads aud drivine time. This in turm
should help keep down the final price of
goods toth.e consumer.
Both Germany andltaly areopposd
to increases, until more is done to help
the Communif/s railways and this
stance is Iikely to prevent any rise in
the num@ ofpermits this year, Even a
compromfise ten per cent rise was
deemed unacceptable by both goverar-
ments.
Ihe Commurlfi /s heads of state
andgovemmeatdesided
nnanirnorrsly at their summit
meeFrg in Mairsh:lcht to oonfim
the stahre quo about the curent
Iocation of the Communit5/s
institutiong
The work places of tJle ingtitutions
are all provisional but there has been
increasing conhoversy over the Eurr-
pean Parliament which until now has
divided its monthly plenary sessions
betwen Luxemhurg and Strasbourg
' whilemeetings ofits specialist commit-
tees are held in Bnrsselg.
At its March plenary session, the
Parliament voted to hold therest of this
yea/s sessions ia Strasbourg. The Par-
liarnenf,s 1,500-shong staff, which is
based in Luxembourg has ken agitat-
ing in favour of the Gran-rd Duchy.
The first sitting on March 23 of the
Parliamenf,s special session to debate
thisyeads agriarltural prices hadto be
abandoned becuase ofstrike action by
itsstaff.
Role ol NG0s
examined
the European Commrmit5/s
rapidly growlng links with Third
World orientd noa.govemmental
organisafious (NGOs) were closely
analysed in Brudeels recently at the
seventih annual assembly of
EuropeanNGK)s.
The meeting, attended by about 80
NGO representatives from the Com-
munity countries and a anrmber of
of work
European Commission officials,
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{at the different areas in which the
NGOs and the Commuuiff have
cooperated since 1976. Suchjoint action
has focused on project co-financing, de-
velopment education efforts within the
Communityitself, andhelpinthe e,han-
aelling and distribution of the Com-
muni!y's food and emergency aid to
developingcountries.
Over the last five years, the Com-
munity hasfinarced some 698 hicr!-
projects' in the developing countries, ia
close cooperation with NGOs. While
these hicro-projests'are small by de-
finition, their total cost came to about
125 million ECU, with the Community
providing oue-third or the total.
Speakins to the general assembly,
Claude Cheysson, who has since been
appointed French Foreign Minisber,
stressed the imprtance ofaction in the
Thinl World o.d noted that the Com-
mission had put in a request for more
money requiredtomeet incteasingpro-jet-financingdemands made by the de-
velopiag counhies and the NGOs.
He underlined that the 14 million
ECU written into the Community
budget for NGO co-financing opera-
tions fell far short of the real requirre-
ments in this area.
the Community's emergeucy aid
channelldl to the developing counkies
166'rgh the NGOg is valued at around
l0millionECU.
Because of the pridcal food
situation in a number of Aftican
counbies, the Community has
decided to release about half of the
aerirals ear:narked 1o11oo6 silfl this
yearaheadofschedule.
Atotal of27 countriesthroughoutthe
continent will benefit from the release'
of 124,000 tonnes of stocks. l[s msin
beneficiaries are Mozambique (18,000
tonnes) and Tanzania (10,000).
Inaddition, the Communityisto pro-
vide Somalia, which has been particu-
larly badly-hit by shortages, wi&
11p00 tonnes ofcereals out ofreserves
remqining from its 1980 food aid prog-
raurme. So*alia is to receive 8,000
tonnes under the first hafofthis yeat's
allocation.
About 50 countries and intemational
havenowagreedtogrant
aidtotallingamund $1.3 billionto Zim-
babwe.
Green lightfor aid to
El Salvador
The Community is to go ahead wtth
its emergency humanttartan atd
amounting to 4fi),frXl ECU to the
populadon of El Salvador, malnly
for the purchase of mdical
supplies,Iu addition, it is supplying, as
emergenry food aid, au initial quantifi
of 1,000 tonnes ofrice and maize. There
will also be additional aid in the form of
2fi) tonnes ofmilk powder and 120 tou-
nesofbutteroil.
The aid will be distribud through
the International Red Cross and the
Salvadorian Red Cross. Additional aid
of1,000 tonnes ofcereals, 700 tonnes of
'nilkpowderand200 tonnesofbuttemilwill be forthcoming once non-
governmental organisations which are
aeutral and can prove their ability to
distribute the aid in the war-toul croun-
tryareidentified.
Gommunity aid for
Ihe plight of refugees, for tihe most
part visttms of polifi cal aud
mllltary upheaval around the
world, oonfinues to cause ooncem
among lntemational reHef
agenaios.
The European Community's
emergency aid programme, to whichall
member states conhibute, is already at
fulIstretch. The bulk of the Commun-
i!/s emergency aid last year was de-
voted to relief of refugees, mostly in
Africa and South-East Asia.
'We are @mpletely in favour ol
Turkey's eventual accession to the
Community. Today, it may be a
long way off, but we would never
oppose moves in that direction.'
- 
Konstanff n Mitsotrakis, Gresce's
Foreign Minister.
'lshould be most happyto seethe
consumer organisations devoting
. more effort to action at Communiiv
level. At present we have to admit-
thatthey tend to restricttheir action
tothe nationallevel.'
- 
Karl-Heinz Naries,
Gommissioner f6r Consumer
Protection.
famine
A Commiesion proposal lorthe
Communltyfood ald
programmelor 1981.
Ref. ISEC/B11/81.
Generallsdsystemof
preferences 1981
This background report outlines
how developing countries benefit
lromthescheme.
Rel. ISEC/B12/81 .
Health
Commission report on the 1 977
EEC directive on monitoring the
ppulation's exposure to lead.
Rel.COM(81)88,
lnstltfilons
The Court of Justlce ol the
EuropenGommunities.
New edition of a booklet outlining
ib composition and main tasks.
Ref . European Documentation
1t81.
European lnterest groups and
thelr relatlonshlp with the ESC
This publication from the
Economic and Social Committee
examines the struc,ture, role and
activities ol twenty two Communi
umbrella organisations. Ref.
Gower Publlshing 0566 00 3651
f2;5.
SoclalFund
Nearly a million people have been
helped brough the Social Fund.
This is revealed in the eighth
report of the fu nd, which details
how grants were used in the
Community countries in 1 980.
Ref. ISEC/BI3/81.
Harmonlsatlon
The Court ol Justice of the
European Communities has
gfuen, in the'Cassis de Dijon'
case, aJudgement likgly to have
far-reachins effects on f ree trade
within the Community.
Flef : Background Report
lsEc/Bo4/80
For fu rther information write to ths
Inlormation Unit, Commission olthe
European Communities London
Offi ce, 20 Kensington Palace
Gardens, LondonWS4QQ.
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Mme Veil on'the focalBoint
of e60 million EuroBeans'
I am particularly pleased at being given this opporturrity to
describe the activities ofthe European Parliament since its
election by universal suftage, because ofthe totally distorted
image which has reached the general public.
There has been talk receutly ofcer-
tain overseas hips made bydelegations
of the European Parliameat, and con-
demnation of what was felt to be their
excessive cost. Less attention has been
givento assessingthe real value ofthis
ffie of contact to our institution in par-
ticular and the European Community
ingeneral.
This mention of tlre work of the de-
legation leads me frst to the Parlia-
menf,s activities in the intemational
field. As a result of the development of
pliticat co-operation, Parliament has
naturallycometo spendmore andmore
time debatingthe mqior iss'ues ofinter-
national politie, partisularly with a
view to preparing for intemational
meeting:s or on the mcasion of the pre-
sentation of the Council's Reports on
the European Council.
Last autumn, for example, Parlia-
ment adopd by a very large maiority
thereport onthe Conference on Swur,
ity and Co-operation in Europer'recom-
mendingin particular, that the govern-
mentsofthememberstatesensuxethat
the principles set out in the Helsinki
Fiaal Act are adherd to without excsp-
tion by all the signatory states, and
reaffirm that further progress on
d6tente in Europ depends on human
rights and fundamental freedoms
beingrespected.
Lastyear the Parliament was grrick
to make knownitsviews ontheevents
inlranin averystrougcondemnationof
the seizure ofthe hostages. As far as the
events in Afghanist€n are concented,
the very clear position adopbd by ttre
msdority in condemning outsiile in-
terference, calling for sanctions and a
boycott of the Olympic Games, enabled
the world, including bth the Soviet
Union and the USA to hear an unam-
biguous Europeau voice which had
not always been the case on previous
occasions.
I can aesure you ttrat the contagts
whidr Members of the European Par-
linment maintain with countries out-
side the Community show thatthe lead-
ens of these cotrntries and local public
opiniou attach increasing importance
to our work, whidr is very closely moni-
tored by foreign diplomats and obser-
vers. The clearest proof of this awar"rF
ness of the reality of Europ's existence
t}rough tlre work of the European Par-
liament was the visit of President
Sadat, who formally addressed interna:
tional opinion from the roshrum of our
Parlianent.
Ahe Parliamenthad a duty to be
present in Freetowrq in accordance
with the tom6 Convenfi ou-
$imilsly, the resolutions which
we adopt in defence of human rights
provide psyc.hological support, and
sometimes even mone than this, to
those victims who are arbitrarily held
in detention or exiled fromtheirnative
countries. We have been told that our
stand on such issues may bring about
real improvements, and sometimes
even leadtotherelease ofindividualsir
thecounhiesconcemd.
At the meting in Bogota htryeen
representatives of the Latin American
Parliament and the European Parlia-
ment, 100 parliamentarians ftom all
overLatiu America, and political exilm
from various countries of that conti-
nent shessed the great value which
they placed ou contaets with our in-
stitution and on the support which it
gave them in defendinghuman rights
in their countries. It is difficult, there'
fore, to see how Parliament couldhave
refusedto send arepresentativedelega-
tion to Bogota, particularly at a time
of serious developments in Central
America.
In the same way, the Parliament had
a duty to be present in Freetowa for the
meting ofthe Joint Committee, which
brings together, in accordance with the
Iom6 Convention, representatives of
the Parliameut of the ACP counhies
and ofourAssembly. Thisbody, andthe
consultative assembly whoss work it
prepares, has often played a dwisive
mle in the development of the exem-
plary plicy of co-operation inhoduced
by the Community for the benefit of the
61 Aftican, Caribbean and Pacifc cour-
tries.
Iwould also mention therecent visit
h Japan by a Parliamentary delega-
tion, which resolutely pursued its objec-
tive of promoting the iaterests of Euro-
pean industry and highlighting the
effects of Japanese exprts on the eu-
ployment ofEuropean worker.s already
severely hit by unemplo;ment.
TIre large number of interpreters
who accompany our delegations on
their trips is a result ofthe obligation
incumbent on the European Parlia-
ment, as on all the Conmunity institu-
tions, to give equal heatment to the
reven official languages. I regret flris
sihration, but it would be absurd if this
linguistic situation were to condemn
our Assembly to inactivity and silence.
It would h difficult to accept that our
elected Parliament, which represents a
Community made up of ten of the 30
genuinely demosatic states of the
world, shouldnotplayits naturalrole of
defeuding democracy and human
rigbts as well as the interests of its
electorate.
this appears to me an essential role,
one which we fulfiI with digniW and in
accordance with the traditions of the
parliaments ofour countries, which in-
troduced the very concept ofdemocracy
b the world. We are not any the less
active in fuifilling our institutional
obligations as far as the life ofthe com-
muniff is conceraed, nor do we forget
the concenns of the citizens in our va-
rious countri€B in the present difficult
economic situation.
Although they are less spectacular,
the debates on the more purely Euro-
pan issues nevertheless take up the
mqiorpartofourtime.
Parliament has set itself the task of
extending its conhol over the imple-
mentation of Community nrles. By
tabling written aad oral questions it
calls upou the Commission and the
Council, and through them the nation-
aI governnents and adminishations,
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to accouut for their activities or omis-
sions. I feel that this democratic control
is fundamental as a counter-balance to
theteehnocratic uature ofthe process of
buitdingEumpe.
Given the budgetary powers of the
European Parliament, debates on the
Budget provide it with an opporttrnity
to make public opinion and govern-
ments aware of the overriding need to
reconsider the financing of common
policies and seek a better balance be-
tweeuthem.
Inthis connectionyou will be aware
ofthe decisive roleplayed bythe Parlia-
ment in the field of regional policy. It
Itras on the insistence of Parliament
that the EBDF was creatd in 1975 and
thatthe honquota' section ofthis Fund
wasestablishedin 1979. EachyearPar-
liament uses the margin of hanoeuvre
available to it within the framework of
the budgetary procedure to increase
ERDFappropriations.
Why has it insisted? Because our in-
stitution, as the focal pointofthe preoc-
anpations of 260 million Eurcpeans, is
betterablethan anyotherto appreciate
to what extent the existence ofregional
disparities threatens the efficient op
eration of tlre Common Market.
The Assembly has war:red
govenrments of the ff n an cial
consequences of '-saleable
surtrrluses'
The vote ou the budget, and the de'
bates on agriculfural prices, have also
given the European Parliament an
opportunity to express aloud certain
wories about the CommonAgriorltu-
ral Policy which the govenrmeuts have
often hesitated to formulate. In reaffir-
mingby alarge mqjority its supportfor
theprinciplesoftheAgricultural Policy
and its willingaess to defend fanners'
living standads, the Assembly has
wamed the govemments of the finan-
cial consequences ofgenerating ttqsale-
able surpluses ofcertain products, and
hence of the need for a{usfuents.
The rejection ofthe Budget last year,
which was an expression of Parlia-
menf,s desire to limit certain items of
expenditure in order to develop other
Community policies, resulted in this
desire to improve the system being
takeninto account.
Development Policy, the second most
important Community policy in terms
of the funils allocated, has also ben a
focus of atteution for Parliament,
which last year devoted a carefully pre-
pared majordebate to the subject. Par-
Iiament was particularly concenred to
bring to the attention ofEuropean pub-
lic opinion the fact that defining a uew
international economic order was not
only a question of assistance pmvidd
by rich countries to poor countries, but
that on it also depended the safeguard-
ing of world peace and the survival of
ourowneconomies.
Finally, I would remind you of the
recent fulI-tlay debate on the situation'
of women in the European Community,
condusted in the presence ofmayry rep-
resentatives ofthe specialist press and
ofthe women's organisations ofthe ten
Member States. It is thus the duty ofthe
European Parliament to remind people
that, while the European Community
is undoubtedly an economic area in
keeping with modem times, it is also a
close groupin g of demosratic nations.
A M me S imnru Y eil, P residcnt of th.e
E uropean P arliamntt, w as sp eoking at
an event organised by S cotland, in
Europe, lrcld. in Ed.inburgh onApril 3
lmportsfrom Chlna
Thecommunlty's
tradewithChlna
(in million ECU)
(1 980 first 1 0 months only)
CAP prles In real termS (annuat 7o chanse)
prices in ECU corrected forinflation
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MOre protection for developing-couatriesanilhelping UK, actuallyapparedtobe
:icI+iorviolence'0.il:ffifmahocared f;SilAfh:ffi*tryUlged foranincreaseiiCommunity disabledandmanyMEPs
fu nds to the European Youth
Foruq which represents f, oung
people at Community level.
The second report, written by
British Consen ative Der*
hg,dealtwithplatneil
schemee tcshrngthen the I ink
between training for young
people and the needs of the job
market. lte kag report warmly
welcomed a recent proposal of the
European Commission on this
subject, but criticieed the
lukewarmattitude of
Comtunity member states to
theproposal.
European
Parliamentseeks
morehelp forthe
disabled
Effective measures to help the
Communit/s 13 to 23 million
bandicapped citizenei in 1981-
theUnitcdNations
Intenxational Year of the
Disabled 
- 
have been called for
by the Eumpan Parliament in
Straebourg,
&veral hundred alisabled
peoplefromalloverthe
Communlt5r were ln attendancs
io lobby trf,3Ps and ltuten to the
debate.
A report drawa up by British
Labour MEP Anne Clywal called
forprotection ofjobs for the
haaiticap@, who were the ffret
tosufferfromrisiag
unemployment,
Mrs Clywit called on the
Eumpear Coumission to ilevise
a workable quota system for
firms, obUgiDS them to employ a
certainporcentage of
hauilicapped workem, She
pointed to the Geman systen
where companies are required to
ff, 1 qixper mnt oftheir&bs with
disabled p€ople. Aay frn failing
todo so canbefined anrlthe
money used to promote the
int€r;sts of tdhandicappeil
The Clywd report, which was
overrhelmingly approved by the
Parliament, also called on
member govenrments,to ensure
that ilisabled poople had an
adequate income to oft otthe
disailvantages of theiihandicap.
II{rs Cly-wd was concornetl that
soue member states, notably the
the European Parliament hsn
calledontheEuropean
Comuissiontodrawup
ni-imurnstandards for
compensation of victims of
violenee.
A report drawn up by Geman
Christian Democrat Budolf
Luster, drew attention to the
disparities in compensation
offered tb vistims of qriminal
violence intheTen.
Mr Luster alao uoted that
where rules d0 existia the .
Community not all member
countries treat foreigners aad
nstignalsequalb.
Thereportcalledonthe
Commissioa to bring forward
proposals creatings miniFum
Communityetandardfor
fi nsncial awards from public
funils to Yictims, or their
dependeuts; establishing a
minimrrm g66penSatiOn
payrnent at Commuaity leyel;
requiring member statpg to tnske
awards under this system
regardless of the victio's
meober state oforigin; and
easing procedures for redress
against offenders resident in
other m€mber countries.
Bettertrainingfor
youngpeopleis
calledfor
Two roports ealling on the
EuropeaaCommunity
institutions to play a more aciive
role in the ilevelopment of
educatioa and work training
gpportunitie-s for ygung psople
havebeenadoptdbythe
EuropeanParliameat.
the first, drawn up by Xlench
Liberal Mme MarieJane huvot,
lamented the low level of
Community spending on youth,
culture, education and training(orly about 0.6 per cent of the
Coumuniffbudget).
trfmePruvoturgedthe
Community to step up its mle in
a n"-be,r of fieldb, particularly
in ensuriug equal educational
opportunities for the young,
improving the shucturo aDd
numhr of Enropean Schools,
promoting exchanges of youth
gmups, encouraging voluntary
workbyyoungpeoplein
deplordthelowlwelof
Community spending in the
S@i6l Fund to help the disabled.
Social AflaiE Cgmmissisnsl
Mr lvor Bichard assur€d It[EPs
that the Commissibn would press
fora bigiacrease in Scial Fund
Epeuding this year. It curently
accounts foronly fourper centof
total Community budget.
Mr Richard told MEPg that the
Commission also inteniled to
help promote the integration of
the disabled wir}in schools and
ia their local communitiee.
But he poiated out thatthe
Commission's scope in this fi eld
was lieited qnd that the real
powertomakegenuine
impmveuonts lay with the
memberstatsg.
Cleaningoutthe
Med: Tento st€p
up aid
The EuroPean Comninsion is
planning to host its finarcial
contribution to an action plan to
clean up the Meditenan&n. Tbe
United Nations plan is expectd
to costaf,ounil $12 mlllionover
theuextthreeyears.
The action plan was adopted in
" 1975 inBarcelonaby all the
littoral states except Albania.
Apart &on the Commission, 16
states have so far ratifled a
couvention committing them to
thejointaetion-
Until now, the United Nations
has funded equarter ofthe action
plan through its sp€cialised
agencies anil the regt of the
money hae heen contributod by
the statos bondering the
heavily-pllutedrea.
So far, the Commission's
contribution has been a nominal
30,0O0 ECU but, now thai the
IIN is forced to I i mit itu fu1dtug,
the Commission has proposed
stepping up its contribution The
arnount will be decided when the
timecomestodrawupthe
Communi{y's 1982 builget.
TlreCommuniQ/s
Mediter:ranean seabard iB about
22,fi)0 kilometres long, which is
more than half its total coastline.
'lYith the accesston of Spaia in
1984 it will be filthq exteudeil.
Attempttomake$anksmore
accountable
Ihe annual accounts and balance
sheets ofbaDks and other
financial institutioas will
become more rrailable and
underst€nalable to shareholders
and the general public once a
proposal which hasjust been
drawnupbytheEuropean
Commission has bel approved
by the Council of Miaigtero.
Ihepmposalwillmakeit
obligatory for all bnnks and
eimilar iustitutions which
oporate iu the Community to
publish a full set of annual
accounte. It is afollow up to a
previous piece oflegislation
ailopted iu l9?Ewhich applies to
the annual accounts ofother
typesofcompauie.
Cunentpracticesinthe
memberstatssforthe
presentation of accounts by
banks aad other fi nansial
inetitutions are so divergentthat
it is difrcult for potential
shareholders or others to make
proper comparisons.
Areyoureceiving
toomanyeopies?
We are anxious for our mailing
lists to be as accurate aspossible.
Ifwe have made a mistakeurith
your address, please let us know
by returning the correctedlabel
or envelope to the addressbelow.
E urope 8 7 isbeing sent out to
readers ofthe two publications
which it replac es 
- 
European
C ornm unity and E urofor u m.
In some cases, this may mean
that you have received more
copies than you require.If so,
please return the envelopes or
labels, indicating your present
requirements, to:
EuropeanCommission,
Publications Dept (MC),
20 Kensington Palace Gardens,
LondonWS4QQ
EUROFORUMispreparedby
the iaformation eorvices of the
EumpeanCoumissionin
Bmssels. Editor: Peter Doyle.
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BEN PATTERSON, Member of the
European Parliament for Kent West
he European
Parliament has
recently undergone
some quite severe
assaults on its morale. The
HenleyCentrefor
Forecasting has found the
Parliament second only to
the National Union of
Students as the body the
British public would least
like to see running things. In
February, lV hic h ? r ev ealed
that only 5 per cent ofthat
same public could name
theirMEP.
Then there has been the
press: as we dispersed for the Easter holidays, the British papers
made particularly gloomy reading. John Palmer in the Guardian
reported that there was 'hardly a single MEP who believes that the
European Parliament is doing even a minimally effective iob';
\ilalter Ellis in the Financinl Titzes saw us all wandering down 'the
corridors of weakness'I andeven David\ifoodof TheTimes
doubted that the elected Parliament was proving itself 'any better
than the nominated Parliament which preceded it'.
Now, can all this be put down to a mid-term trough 
- 
or a swing
of media fashion? One wonders whereabouts in Strasbourg that
week such astonishingly coincidental opinions were born. One can
even look on the bright side of the opinion polls: some 37,000 of
my constituents can apparently name me correctly.
On the other hand, the novelty value ofthose first international
elections in history, two years ago, has clearly worn off. On this
anniversary it is not enough to reply, as did a colleague ofmine,
when asked what the Parliament had achieved in its fustyear,
'aboutasmuch as the Houseof Commons did initsfirsthundred.'
Our critics make a number of charges. The first is about money.
Anti-marketeer Teddy Taylor MP was reported after a
whistle-stop visit to Strasbourg in April as saying that Parliament's
expenses were 'a colossal, shameful affront to the British
taxpayer'. A pity, then, that he was unable to be present that same
week 
- 
with the press, perhaps? 
- 
when Parliament actually
debated its expenditure for 1980. He would have heard the
budgetary control committee vice-chairman, Peter Price, point
out that the cost of the European Parliament per citizen works out
at about 27p a year 
- 
'slightly more than the cost of one single copy
of adailynewspaper'.
According to Treasury figures, the equivalent for the House of
Commons comes to more than twice that (and of course worth
everypenny).
It is also true that Parliament's sittings have all too often
degenerated into a procedural shambles. But in March 
- 
by a series
of votes which went virtually unnoticed in the press, so smooth
were they by comparison with similar past occasions 
-Parliament
adopted an entirely new set ofrules, which should produce both
short-term and long-term improvements.
In both cases, the changes will have most impact on legislation.
(But surely the European Parliament has no legislative powers?
Oh yes it has! Making laws is a process, not a single act- unlessyou
think that ttrTestminster doesn't legislate either.)
The recent ruling ofthe Court ofJustice in the 'isoglucose'case
underlined the fact that Parliament's vote is essential to the
Community's legislative process. (Because the Council had not
waited for it, a quota regulation was declared null and void.)
During this consultation, Parliament can exert pressure on the
Commission to amend or drop proposals. Our new rules make the
most ofthis opportunity 
- 
and also ofthe various procedural
agreements with the Council in the legislative field, which you
won't find in the treaties. It is not as dramatic as voting down a
budget, or decapitating a king. But this is how parliamentary
power really grows.
Then there is the question of Parliament's meeting places, about
which enough has been written already (except that it really is
excesshtely tritating to be blamed by press, public and even our
own stafffor a situation which is all the fault ofnational
governments). Now attention is shifting to an even more
intractable problem: languages.
The cost of the Europeon
Pqrliqment per citizen
works out qi qbout
27 pq yeqr 
-'s[ighrly morelhqn the cost of one
single copy of q doily
newspqper/
It came to light during the Great Bogota Scandal, for instance,
that 38 MEPs visiting South America had to take 58 interpreters
with them, making staff costs almost twice those of the members
themselves.
Can anything be done? There are various bright suggestions.
Everyone should speak English (or French). There should be a
difference between'official' (i.e. all seven) and'working' (English,
French, German, Italian) languages. Ve should use'asymmetric'
systems (i.e. you speak your own language but get interpretation
in only two or three).
All come up against the same stumbling-block: it is politically
unacceptable that those speaking minority languages should be
put at any disadvantage.
As far as the written word goes, computer translation may come
to the rescue. The EUROTRA project is one research field in
which the Community leads the world.
Yet, quite apart from the impending arrival of Spanish and
Portuguese, the problem is even worse than we thought. What of
the recent altercation between the Parliament's \tr7elsh
vice-president, AIIan Rogers, and its Scots chairman of the
Environment Committee, Ken Collins? 'I'm sorry,' complained
Collins, after a tortuous Rogers ruling, 'there must be something
wrong with the interpretation.'
fl MEPs ore oorticulorlv welcome lo resoond to
views ond topics roised in this column.
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'jiil:i*films showed how, in his greed, Man
ruthlessly destroys natural beauty, the
treasures ofhis own past- and even,
ultimately, himself. Some saw nothing but
despair. Others held out hope that all is not
yet lost.
For the fust festival of its kind, the organisers
- 
the Euqopean Cultural Foundation of Am-
sterdam- did well to attract 165 films from 18
European countries. They admit, though,
that entries from some, like Germany and
Scandinavia, were uncharacteristically weak,
and there were none from Spain. The interna-
tional iury had whittled them down to 50 for
actual showing during the six day festival.
All the entries were made with the aim of
increasing public awareness of the problem,
at a time when environmental protection can
too easily be considered an economically dis-
pensable luxury. Many of these films have
been, or will be, shown to mass audiences
through TV. The winner of the European
Commission prize (Raoaged Coastline) and of
the European Parliament prize(People of Bar-
io)will be dubbed into all EEC languages, to
make sure they are widely seen.
The host country, France, almost
swamped the festival by putting up half of
these fi"lms. Fortunately most were excellent,
illustrating the two main concerns of the eco-
logical movement in France: protecting the
individual and the landscape from the brutal
spin-offs of industrialisation, and preserving
those gems ofnatural and man-made environ-
ment in which France is so rich.
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Europe's film-makers have
been showing theirwork at
the first Environmental Film
Festival, held in March.
JOHNGREENWOOD
was there
The Frenchman's pride in his rural roots is
well known, with every middle-class Parisian
seeming to have a granny back in a village in
Normandy or Brittany. So it is not surprising
that the festival was treated to a loving, nostal-
gic tour ofthe provinces, to a hymn ofpraise to
the peasant life, based on the use of human
and animal energy rather than fossil fuels, to a
life ruled by the natural seasons: 'Quand c'est
Ie moment des pommes de terre, on travaille
les pommes de terre' ('!7hen it's potato time,
we dig potatoes') says a wizened crone with a
weather-battered face.
And yet this apparent harmony between
Man and Nature is achieved largely at Man's
expense 
- 
'C'est trop p6nible' ('It's too hard'),
says the old lady, heaving an enormous bale
up into the hayloft. There is resentment, too,
that the farmers should have to pay to keep
their villages looking pretty for the benefit of
tourists and weekend home owners.
The French are also deeply concerned ab-
out the apparent ruthless contempt of indus-
trialisation for environmental values. The
special prize of the European Commission
went to a fi"lm produced at Lille University,
Littoral Dioastd (Raoaged Coastline) which
illustrated this in 25 minutes of dreadful lit-
tany: massive civil engineering works, like
nuclear power stations with military style de-
fences, oil terminals, some useless and aban-
doned projects like the old Channel Tunnel
workings, have disfigured the Channel coast-
line; the air and sea water are hopelessly
polluted.
We were shown the cancerous entrails of a
Iocally caught fish; the dunes and woods
wrecked by thoughtless urbanisation, vandal-
ised by massed motor cycle trials. Even well-
meaning tree-planting operations are failing 
-
the saplings die, but oddly the privet stakes
take root.
After such powerful images, efforts to show
the other side of the coin, however sincere,
were inevitably ineffectual. There were films
sponsored by the nationalised gas and elec-
tricity industries, railways, motorway buil-
ders, oil companies, attempting to show their
care and sensitivity to the landscape. They
were greeted with ironical cheers and thin
applause.
Similarly, the National Coal Board entered
a fi.lm on the cleaning up of a century of coal
waste tipped on Durham beaches. Now it is
being piped out to sea, but black grime is still
washed back.
rc
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Britain had the second-largest entry with
seven films, and three of them were prizewin-
ners. Brian Moser's ATV film in the Frontier
series, P eople of Barrio, won the special Euro-
pean Parliament prize. It tells of six families'
struggle to establish themselves in Guayaquil,
the main port of Ecuador, where half-a-
million people live in bamboo shacks on stilts
over tidal swampland.
Continental Europe expects every Briton to
have a sense of humour, and this was the
quality most praised in the two other British
prize-winners.
The title of Jonathan Gili's Granada TV
documentary about restoring the Albert
Dock which won the top prize, is hardly
side-splitting 
- 
Pool of Life: Lioerpool's past,
present and furure. The quote is seemingly
from Karl Jung. As the commentator says at
the beginning, 'You can't be neutral about
Liverpool, you either love it or loathe it.' The
humour, bitter at times, lies in the breezy way
the city's history is traced back, through the
iltt tr!r -..
,alll!rr
successive trades on which its former prosper-
ity was based, and using familiar TV techni-
ques of historical reconstruction, animating
old prints, musical iingles and so on.
First there was the sinister Africa trade 
-
triangular journeys of slaves to America, rum
and sugar to England, trinkets back to Africa
- 
then cotton exports, Iater, more human
cargoes ofemigrants, especially after the Irish
potato famines, and on through the golden
years of the British Empire until the port
which once carried twice as much trade as the
portof London virtually ceased to exist. Now,
to save f500,000 a year, the dock gates have
been left open and it has silted up.
Gronodo TY's Poolof Lilefeotured octor
Bernord Hill, shown obove on locotion
wiih Mersevside Museum's director
Richord Folter. Below: o stillfrom ihe
Finnish prizewinning enlry, Metsu rit.
Left: officiols, experts ond on MEP,
Mrs Beote Weber, discuss issues roised in
the films.
DreamCity, directed by a group of students
from the National Film School in Beacon-
sfield, was a sure winner 
- 
and indeed won the
prize for the best fiction film. But it was
alarmingly close to reality, contrasting the
grandiose schemes and pretensions of the
planners of Milton Keynes new town with the
reality of actually living there. In the film, the
best endeavours of the officials of the De-
velopment Corporation are demolished by the
perplexed human inhabitants. Brought
together by Jubilee street parties, they revolt
and set up the Flathill district people's repub-
lic. But they only know what is wrong. 'Now
we've got our independence, we've got to find
out how to use it,'is the ambiguous ending.
A few of the other films stick in one's mind.
There was a strongly polemical Dutch film,
Sacifice Area by Otto Schuurman (Special
Mention) with images as striking as any in the
festival. The 1868 Fort Laramy treaty did
indeed give the Sioux back their traditional
homelands in the Black Hills of South Dakota
in perpetuity, but the whites retained the
mining rights. The Indians are now being
'relocated' to make way for opencast strip
mining by Union Carbide and the Peabody
Coal Corporation. There were shock and
horror pictures, of abandoned uranium
mines, their groundwaters bleeding out
charged with arsenic and radioactivity, while
the Indians 'fight rather than submit to the
final act ofgenocide, fight against the multina-
tionals and nuclear power.'
The Greek films were on a different time-
scale. Layer of Destruction by Kostas Vretta-
kos showed archeologists' hopeless efforts to
finish excavating the newly discovered ruins
of ancient Kallipolis before they were sub-
merged again by the rising waters of an arti-
ficial lake. The irony was heavy. It seems that
in time the lake itself will fill with sludge,
another 'layer of destruction', turning the
valley into a fertile plain. Maybe Kallipolis
has been preserved for archeologists ofa more
deserving future age.
The most memorable film was the only
Finnish contribution, Metsuit (Forest work)
by Erkko Kivikoski, which deservedly won
the festival jury's special prize. It lasts only
seven minutes. There is no music, no com-
mentary. There are two alternating scenes.
Inside, an out-of-work lumberjack sits de-
fectedly alone at a wooden table, which is
covered with dead beer bottles and a butt-
filled ashtray. He has the rheumy eyes and
pallid, unshaven skin of the alcoholic and
nicotine addict. r0fith desperate calm, he
slowly smokes, drinks from the bottle and
watches through the window of his log cabin.
Outside, we see and hear his destroyer. A
massive machine clasps a fir tree, chain-saws
through its trunk in seconds, deftly twists it
round in a flurry of snow, and plucks it from
its neighbours. In a couple more seconds, it
strips its branches, saws the trunk into three
logs of exactly equal length and neatly stacks
them before moving to its next victim.
This is the ultimate image of Man's self-
destruction in the name of pioductivity. G
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Howthe Community's
SocrialFundis helpins
thosein need
pple to train for enployment. In ltaly, over
halfthescheinesaidedbytheFundwereinthe
priority area of the Meaogiorno. In Ger-
many, while the Fund made a relatively small
conuibution in finencial terms to the promo-
tionofemployment, the rqrort notes that this
I cilnqibution was vital. Itwas used particular'
ly on trainiug schemes for 'second generatiou'
,,inpi8raqts, where, but for the Fund, in-
creasing demauds on both public andprivate
bodieswouldnothavebenmet. El
handicapped are the main *:**:miiin**:.m*1*ly ;,fi PEHNYpeople for work on the oil ter inal at Sullom
Youngpeople, migrant
workere andthe
Scheme to move house or travel longer dis-
tances to new iobs. An ambitious scheme in ':r r 'pr I ltLi rrr.' I il
Scotland, undertaken by private companies, 
.*, ,,-!,
Voe. In !7ales, 355 new iobs were created in
the brewiag industry through Fund help.
beneficiaries throughout the Community.
The report considers that, where it could be
used, the Fund undoubtedly helped to com-
bat unemployment.
In Ireland, where the whole country is a
priority area uuder Fund rules, the Com-
... I98,000 people
urere lielpeld inihe
UKin 1918...
munity contribution proved to be a maior
influencingfactorinimproving standards and
quality of training. The Industrial Traini"g
Authority responsible for training schemes
admits thatitwas able to develop prograurnes
on a scale that would have been impossible
without the 55 per cent conuibution to costs
fromtheFund.
In France, the Fund was extensively used
to help train over 100rfr)0 young people, par-
ticularly in the French overseas departments.
Again, the report admits 
-that without the
considerable amount of aid provided many
operations would not have been carried out.
For Denmark, the Fund contributed to
improved vocational training for youttg peo-
ple in Greenland, and in helping handicapped
,,'l{FhatefdrwiUtheqgriculturalpricedeci-
sions by the Council of Ministers in April
have onttre household budget?l'' 
. ThErlet€l of support prlces gses up to
iu$ over 9 per oent on average, with more
of it going on meat \an on cereals. But
mrket prices are not necessarily affected
by an increase in guaranted prices. And
direct subaidies will help to contain the
r I lricsintheshops.
The Ministry of Agriculture according-
ly estimates that food prices in the United
Kingdom will rise by about I pr cent on
theretail priceindexinafull year. And the
UK butter subsidy of 12.6 pence a lb is to
conl'nue 
- 
financed entirely from thr
Communitybudget.
If'green currency' changes are takm
into account, the level ofprice increass
r'rl :*irries ktwee.nmeuber stetes, Italiamup
port prices go up by an extra 6 pr cent,
French md Danishprices byan extra2.69
per cent. Irish prices rise by an extra 4 pr
iv rrreenl, and Dulch andrBelgian prices by an
i,rl€fiitr{ iI. per cmt' UK support prices will
riw in line with the 9 pc cent general
increase, whereas Weot German supprt
prics riseby iust over 5 per cent.
T.h1 mongtaV changes bring seven of1: ::, -.av 4vu!L!!rJ !qg{5w v.uE *veu vr
lr,1;1,1fis,tfl membei cOumfies to thO Comnon
price lwel. Ody the UK, Germany and
Italy are currently ap"lymg monetary
com@satory amounts on agricultural
ltr',1.tiu([ef,,i.,]1i,,", I1..r1r .I '- ir,
The Ministers accepted the need to en-
groupswho have been
receiving practical aid
he European Social Fund is helping
nearly a million people to trin or
re-train 
- 
and Britain ie among the
countriee which acknowledge the
Fund's iDfluence on the drawing-up of
ttaining scheme. The Community's eighth
report on the Fund shows that it is
particularly helpfrrl to the young, to
immigrants, and to the handicapped.
Member states were asked last year to re-
port on their experience ofthe Fund to the end
of 1978. The British report, while acknow-
ledging the Fund's usefuIness, found that the
geographical restrictions to assisted areas im-
posed by Fund rules created certain dis-
advantages: the handicapped, for instance,
are not only to be found in deprived areas.
There were also difEculties about helping
migrants above a cenain level in language
courses because oflack ofFund provision.
In the assisted areas of the North, Scotland,
lfales aod Northern Ireland, however, help
from the Social Fund was taken into account
when planning the scale of the Youth Employ-
mentProgramme(YOP)in 1978, andthelater
Training Opportunities Programme (TOPS)
set up by the Manpower Services Com-
mission. Over 551000 young people benefited
fromtheFund.
In addition, some 35,550 people were
helped under the Employment Transfer
People helped by the European Social Fund in 1978
Country
Migrant
Total Youngpeople workers Handicapped Othersr
INI}IE POUND
H$ifl'fl','"ffirt,f#:li:ffidrffi 0N FooD PRlcHi
I
i
I
Belgium
Denmark
Germany
France
Ireland
Italy
Luxembourg
UK
8527
t2,869
393,450
140,111
55,74t
61,430
t29
197,905
2155
426
30,903
100,998
14,592
22,482
10
55,107
285
311,020
2L,8U
228
12,360
%27
497
1896
5984
1348
12,34t
6145
119
42,67
5590
6747
45,543
15,901
28,580
20,43
91,304
,:, collfagE rhe uoe of home'gmvm cereals,
$p€ciaUy fe1 qnimal fed, by allowing a
relatively smell l1ooo in intervention
prices-6 pr cent. They did notaccept the
Commission's proposals for a 'superJev5/
on milk and butter to penalise ercess pro-
duaion But they increased the basic lerry
from 2 per eent to2Vzpr cent of target
pnce, asd also committed themselvu to
offsetany extracosts thatmight arise in the
i i,,tl4iry,sectsrif milh supplies &is yesr goup
!V more tlan I pr cent over the 1980
TOTAL 870,162 230,473 354,784 70,797 214,108
*Mainly workers in government-assisted areas of high uaemplolment aud indusuial decline.
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Whathas
happened
to the
deutsch-
mark?
Not so long ago the German
economy was riding high,
and the mark with it.
RAINERHELLMANN,
Brussels bureau chief of the
German news agency WYD,
describes what has happened
to the European Community's
strongest currency
poor country becoming poorer is no story, and hardly anybody
cares except its creditors. But a rich country appearing sudden-
Iy in a poor man's suit and showing an enormous open current
account makes a big story 
- 
and a big case. At first, a little
Schadmfrewle is inevitable, especially if the rich country in its better
days did not abstain from giving its partners well-meant advice on
keeping out ofdebt and preventing inflation.
Only three years ago, we Germans made great but vain efforts to
explain to our western partners, especially the United States, that our
economy was not strong enough to pull the western world out of the
recession. Reluctantly, at the Bonn summit of the seven western
nations in mid-1978, Germany agreed to deficit spending of I per cent
of its GNP, designed to achieve a significant strengthening of demand
and a higher rate ofgrowth in order to help its partners to overcome the
world-wide economic recession.
Today, some authorities see this as a Teutonic Eve biting the apple
while feeling herself safe in the Garden of Eden 
- 
only to be expelled
two years later from a Paradise where, for 30 years, the market
economy had been allowed to work with no outside interference. The
majority of experts think differently. They see the main cause of
economic upheaval as the oil-price wave of 1980. This, ioining up with
many smaller but not then visible waves, helped to sweep the almost
permanent German surplus into a 15 million dollar deficit.
r0/hy had the Germans been so sure they were on the right road?
\tr7ell, it had been so easy to overcome the first oil-price wave of 1974
with high currency reserves, and with a deutschmark rising in value
every month against the dollar. This absorbed a large part ofthe real
impact of the oil price increase on the German economy. The oil crisis
appeared to be a real problem only for countries with currencies as
weak as, or weaker than, the dollar.
Inrecent years the deutschmarkitself had becomea petro-currency,
though the German authorities tried to dissuade foreign central banks
from holding it and to use it as a reserve currency alongside the dollar.
More and more petro-dollars were changed into petro-deutschmarks,
which finally reached a 14 per cent share as a reserve currency.
Why did nobody notice these underlying weaknesses of the German
economy, in a period in which Germany was warning others to behave
as virtuously as it seemed to do itselP Vell, a patieot hesitates to ask his
doctor, when admonished to drink and smoke less, how many glasses
fltlnfi
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of whisky the doctor himself drinks and how many cigarettes he
smokes. And, iust as doctors are not necessarily teetotallers, so
Germany's management ofits economy had been beyond suspicion for
some time.
For two or three years the Federal Treasury, the treasuries of the
Liinder and of the local authorities, had been spending a lot more
money than they collected from taxpayers. In 1980 their indebtedness
had increased by some 30 billion dollars. Though Germany has no
sliding scale ofindexed wages, the yearly wage negotiations in past
years had resulted in wage increases that surpassed the gains in
productivity. Germans 
- 
and inside Germany, the Bavarians 
- 
com-
peted with Italy for top place in the European holiday calendar.
For the deutschmark, as for the dollar and sterling in their time, the
prestige of reserve currency status has proved expensive. It hid the
dangers of a sudden turn of the tide. Those who secure holdings of a
new reserve currency in hopes ofa profit are all the readier to get rid ofit
if doubts begin to grow. Currencies have no inbuilt memory. They
react abruptly to the prevailing trend, and they project this trend into
the future, overshootingin both directions, as the dollardidlr'l9TT lTS
and the deutschmark early this year. The dollar increased from I.70 at
its lowest to 2.25 at its highest, driving German import costs upwards
and proving that dependency on oil is much more expensive than the
Germans thought.
Inside the European Community the deutschmark was supported
by the European Monetary System, where it was maintained inside the
tolerated 2.25 per cent margin, thanks to the support of the French
franc and the Dutch guilder. Supporting the deutschmark was a
surprising new rOle for the franc. France had an inflation rate of 13.6
per cent in 1980, while Germany managed to keep its own as low as 5.5
per cent. However, investing money in France yields higher interest
rates.
What can be done in such a changing situation? Hardly any govern-
ment has ever had to react to so quick and thorough a change in its 
-
current account as Germany. Fortunately, the government did not try )
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to cure the evil by the trzditional means-restrictinginternal consump
tion, imports and foreign spending by German tourists. A German
policy that tried to plugall theholes fromwhichmoney and capitalwas
flowing out would have been a disaster for Germany's partners in the
European Community and the world.
German tourists spend nearly 12 billion dollan a year abroad, and
cause the biggest hole in the current account. But restrictions in this
area would have caused severe reactions abroad and at home. If the
freedom to move around the world with a filled purse had been
restricted, Germans would probably have over-reacted by changing
their whole spending behaviour. Such a measure would also have been
resentd by Germans, as marking the end of the long period of
prosperity and of free movement. Besides, some of Germany's best
customen, such as Italy, Spain and Greece, can only pay for their
imports withthe deutschmarks which Germantourists spend on their
holidaysabroad.
The German authorities have also refrained from imposing capital
export clntrols. These would also have raised new doubts about the
mark. Even a gentleman's agreement, asking Germanbanks to give no
new important deuschmark credits to private customers abroad, was
not continued beyond February 1981, since it proved that even this
benign persuasion had a neg"ative effect on the volatile capital markets.
The deutschmark does have the advantage of belonging to the
European Monetary System, and of floating' against the other world
currencies. For almost l8 months the EMS has mainuined stable
exchange relations between continental European countries (except
for the recent devaluation of the lira) with which Germany shares
almost half ofits foreign trade. The soaring dollar and yen have caused
an urwelcome rise in import prices. But in the longer run this rise will
also improve the competitive position of German exports outside the
EuropeanCommunity.
Again, the sharp decline of the dollar D 1977, which made US
exports very competitive on the German and international markets,
will be offset, at least partially. Today, for the first time, Germany
needs some help in is competitive position from the exchange rate.
But the real fight qurnot be fought on the battlefield ofexchange
rates. !7hat will decide Germany's position is productivity. !7hat
couats is whether the doctorwho has not followed the advice which he
gave to his own patients, will change. Vhat counts is whether wages
will no longer outrun productivity, whether the inflation rate can be
kept below 5 or 6 per cent- nonrithstanding soaring oil and commodity
prices 
- 
and whether the German nuclear programme will fnally be
implemented, atleasthalf as speedilyas the French one.
What counts, also, is whether foreign markets will remain open for
German exports, iust as Germany is not closiagits gates. The European
Community, plus Japan and the United States, must continue to
measure itself in open competition. The deutschmark reversal is iust
anotherunexpected reaction in aworld economywhich rarely follows a
linearcourse.
Vhat Germany does today will not show its effects before next year.
1981 will cenainly be the worst year for the German economy, with a
negative growth rate of 1 to 2 per cent and 1.5 million out of work.
There is no chance ofturning the tide in the very shon run. But the
orientations given this year to the German economy will decide
whether Germany, and the deutschmark, are able to continue to play
their leading r6le in the European Community and the European
Monetary System, and whether they will continue to be a stabilisingfactorfortheworldeconomy. E
An unholy but powerful alliance of
hunters, gamekeepers, tanoers and
taridermists has succeeded ir
getting vital French nature
protection legrslation annulled on a
legBl technicality.
They claimed that the Nationd
Council for Hunting and Vildlife
(Conseil National de la Chasseet de
la Faune Sauvage), had not been
consulted duringthe drawing up of
the legislation fiqing lists of
protected birds sad memmalg
adoptedinApril 1979.
To suppon their case the hun'rg
organisations argued that some of
ftsmnnmels plqtected bythe law
cause dtmage to woodlands and
gaoe and thatpopulations would
hcome too large without hunting.
They also argued that the lists
had been drawa up in excessive
hasteand were not based on
scientif c evidence. The
gamekeepers even claimed that
they would be discouraged from
pursuing predators ifthey could
not sell the skins sf thg nnimnls they
caught.
The nature protection groups,
FFSPN and SNPN, accuse ttre
French envitonment minister of
ndigence in fu lfi lling its supposed
role as protector ofthe natural
environment.
As aresultnota single species of
bird or mqmmd is now protected 
-
and all for a question of form, since
the Freach Conseil d'Etat reiected
all tie hunters' otier argumenn.
-Eco-forum, Brussels
I have suggested to the Bureau of
Parliament that all thepresent
official languages 
- 
English,
French, German aod ttelian,
Danish, Dutch and Greek- retain
that status butthat arrew category
should be created ofprincipd
wmbing langcraget,. Only English,
French, German snd ttelien ssuld
t 11io6thiscategory.
By this means a great deal ofthe
parliarnentary paper-chase, where
thereal waste occurs, would be
broughtto an end.
Rich"ard Cottrell,
for Bristol, in a
letter to TheTimes
could help the Province ifadopted
by the European Parliament.
It is being backed by Ulster's
three MEPs, Mr John Hume, the
Rev Ian Paisley and Mr John
Taylor. It calls for atr overall
development plan to revitalise the
Province's economy.
The report, drawn up by MEP
Mme Simone Martin, aft er a
request from Mr John Hume and a
visit to the Provinoe, proposes,
arnong otherthings, afive-year'teo
holiday' for new industrier, and
urges the British Governsrentto
pass on to theProvincethefrrll
benefit of EEC aid instead of
absorbing it into the Exchequer.
- 
Ulster Newsletter
BSC's new chief, Mr Ian
MacGregor, has begun to hit back,
cutting prices to match impons
blow by blow. Helped by vastly
improved productivity and
aggressivemarketing, BSC is now
the only bulk steel producer in the
EEC with a rising market share: it
has recently started up exports of
strip steel coils to Talbot's Freuch
car plants, despite tie problems
posed by the strouC pound.
-Economist
S b 
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Regafl littg tlu W hich? p oll on
Bitish aniadcs tru ards B iuin' s
nmtb mWp of tlu E EC, i,t is p erlup s
aorth wting tlut tlu I 9 80
C omruMi.ty fudget is btrl 0.9 per ceru
of tlu collectio e Gtoss D omestic
Pro&ut of tlu tnonba st Ees. This is a
nadest prite u gaX fo wh an
excellent whipping b oy,
- 
Lenerin the Economist
I fear thnt tlu aboli.tin of tlu British
P as sp ort is y et atutlw picc e of
bweauoatit o anilalim, and y a
autlur n oo e in thc plot that is
riwtpha*ly Foceedbq u aboli"sh
otn counny and twn it i,nn an
off-shore prodrue of tlu C onthent.
- 
George Gale, Daily Erpress
Europe's butter'mountain' is now
down to a molehill.
It has melted from a peak of
590,000 tonnes in 197 9 to 39,7 00
tonnes- still enough to keep
Common Market consumers
spreading for a week.
Thousands of tonaes of the
surplus have been sold offbe-hind
the Iron Cunain at cut prices.
It hAs also been whitded away by
cut price sales to Coomon Market
pensioners, hospiuls, prisons,
atmed forces and schools.
An EEC official defended the
subsidised sales. He said: 'It costs
less to sell it ofrcheaply than pay
therisingcostofstorage.' 
_Sun
Tfu abining id,iocy of tlu C ornon
Marhet bueo:unaa is thci,r obsessin
uti,th aeating an I deuihit Euopeon.
I f they had tluir wa! we w oulL b e
alihe aul do alihe,looh alihe otd ulh
alihe.
fhqwodnfuiUaConaruniE
whose ideal citizenwme abentatd
bileilo sen, mub of gcrlic, q oht
E sp aatw ad playd crichzt.
-DailyMirror
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The effects of economic recession, coupled with
imFroved fuel conserva4onmeasures, led to a fall in
enerry consumption in the Community in 1980. Oil
consumption dropped by 7.6 per cent, compared
with an overall decline in energy use of 4 per cent.
There was one exception 
- 
nuclear energy, reflecting
the more widespread use of nuclear reactors, notably
in France, where seven new ones came into
operation during last year. Meanwhile, research is
continuing to find dternative sources.
Weafieusingless eneff-
and nuclear poweris on the
up-and-up
ccording to the latest review by the
Commission, there has been a growing
interest in newenergJresoruces such as
solar, wind and geothermal energy.
Though these will supply only 2.2 per cent of
Community consumptiofi by 1990, there is
thought to be a useful spin-offfrom research
and demonsuation proiects, especially valu-
able to developing countries.
Meanwhile, oil's share of the total con-
sumptionis expectedtofdlfrom 55 percentin
1979 to about 52 per oent this year. Rising
costs, however, [rean that the oil, eyen
though less in volume, costs tnore. Import
costs are expected to rise from $75r0mm in
1979 to an estimated $105,000n in 198 1.
On the world market, loss of oil from lran
and Iraq, following the outbreak of hostilities
last September and anounting to the equiva-
lent of 200 million tonnes per year, has been
mainly compensated for by supplies from
other counuies or from stocks. In addition,
consumption in OECD countries fell in 1980
by about 120 million tonnes, or six per cent,
compared with 1979. Despite this, OPEC
(Organization of Petroleun Exporting Coun-
tries) basic Suality oil rose in price from $18
to $32 per barrel between July 1979 and
Novenber 1980.
Vithin ths Qommunity oil consumption in
1981 will total benreen 472 to 4X) million
tonnes. Community-produced oil will
account for I 8 per cent of Community supply,
so that foreign imports should fall well
below the ageed limit of 472m tonnes.
Gas consurnption has fallen slightly. The
Netherlands accounted for about half of Com-
munity production in 1979, atd 57 W cent of
this.was exported to other Comnunity coun-
tries. As the decline from peak production in
1976 continues, Dutch exports are likely to
fall this y6sr, an6 impons of natural gas from
third counuies are expected to rise to 27 per
cent of consunption. Some countries, not-
ably the UK, reported a dramatic fall in in-
dusuial sales in 1980, reflecti'g the deepen-
ing recession. The Commission does not
think that the situation is likely to change
muchii 1981.
Demandfor coal has been rising margrndly
since 1979, and is expected to total 3 13 million
tonnes in 1981. The rise is pardy due to
i -..
greater use of coal for firing power stations.
Production in 1980 reached 243 million ton-
nes and this level is expected to be naintained
in 1981. Imports have increased since 1979
from about 59 million tonnes to 72-74 million
tonnes in 1980, and are expected to be bigger
stillin 1981.
There was evidence of consumer resistance
to electricity i! 1980, with smaller sales in
appliances, combined with a more rational
use of energy deriving from improved con-
sewation and higher prices. Cod consump-
tion in power sutions increasedby about 4 per
cent, while 12.5 per cent less oil was used in
the first half of 1980 compared with 1979,
whilehydro-elecuic plant accounted for some
12 per cent of electricity production. As well
as France's new nuclear reacton, others are
expected to come on stream in Germany and
the UK in 1981, indicating a considerable
increase in Community dependence on this
source for electric power. The Commission
notes that the economic costs of the nuclear
contribution have proved cheaper than frs6
oil or coal fired po\rer stations.
The Community continues to rely on
foreip suppliers for 80 per cent ofnatural
uranium, but wholly on the USA for supplies
of highly enriched uranium. Because of the
relatively slow progress of nuclear develop
Eent, however, the Community has more
nuclearfuelavailable to it than itrequires.
The French nucleor power stoiion
olTricoslin.
Community energy obiectives for 1990 in-
clude more serious development than hither-
to ofuon-traditional or renewable resources,
such as solar, geothermal or wind euerry. By
1990 these are expected to produce up to 28
milliea tonnes of oil equivalent as compared
with 13.9 million n 1979.
Most Community activity in this field will
be geared to ai.ting research and encouraging
commercially-directed demonstration pro-
jectb. Among these is a contractd research
programme for solar energa applied to hous-
ing, power stations and the generation of
elecuicity from photovoltaic conversion. A
four-year research programme carried out by
Community research centres, and started last
year, will include testing of solar enerry in-
sullations and complete solar systems com-
bining heating and refrigeration, as well as
equipment for solar power stations and basic
research into new conversion processes.
The Community will also offer financial
help (up to 40 per cent but possibly refund-
ablQ for demonstration proiects by firms con-
cerned with using solar energy for desalina-
tion, spaceandswimmingbathfugating, useirr
glass houses, pumping and so on, and the
generation of electricity from biomass.
In geothermal erierga the main aim will be
to identifu and assess newgeothermal sources
which can be used for demonsuation proiects.
A four-year hdirect research prograrnme cov-
ers collection ofdata, improvement ofoperat-
ing technologies, and feasibility of extracting
heat from hot, dry rocks. Help on the same
scale and conditions as for solar energy will be
available for certain types of demonstration
projects such as electricity generation, indust-
rid use, and heating of buildings and slass
houses. However, the Commission adds a
warning note: the technologies to deal with
renewable sources of enerry are su'll under-
developed. It has still to be shown that, within
the Community they will prove economically
worthwhile. E
o
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GANALETTO
IN TONDON
Visitors this summer have
a chance to see why the
man who painted Venice
was the mostpopular Italian
artist of his time
analetto has always been a favourite
with the English. From the time of
his early association with the
resident Consul in Venice, Joseph
Smith, he was sought after by such visiting
grandees as the Earl ofEssex, LordJohn
Russell and the Duke of Leeds.
In 1727 the Duke of Richmond's agent in
Venice wrote to say that Canaletto's prices
were going up every day. The famous
painter was so much in demand, he
reported, that only'by force of bribery'was
it possible to secure even one painting
every two months 
- 
'sketch'd out and a little
time afterwards finished.'
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The king himself, George III, acquired
from Smith a large group ofCanalettos, along
with other works, ro hang in Buckingham
House. In December 1762, tickets to view this
'grand collection' of pictures were advertised
to the nobility and gentry. Today, and all
through the summer, anyone can go to see
theryr in The Queen's Gallery, adfoining
Buckingham Palace 
- 
an unsurpassed collec-
tion that includes 38 paintings and over 50
drawings, all newly cleaned and restored.
A catalogue note claims, with some justice,
that these works have never before been seen
in such splendid condition, or can have made
collectively such a vivid impression. There
are few signs of haste, and none of slickness, in
the execution: for so busy an artist, Canaletto
maintained an extraordinarily high standard.
lVhat does emerge is his artful compress-
ion, and sometimes rearrangement, of his
subjects. Knowing his public, he invested his
pictures with rather more 'subject interest', as
dealers call it, than is likely to strike the eye of
a spectator. He did so with taste and iudge-
ment, enveloping the scene with the precious
element of imagination.
To a visitor who knows Venice well, the
viewpoint often seems perplexing. Canaletto
liked to take up posirion, eirher in imagination
or afloat, in places where no ordinary tourist
would pause.
From Conoletio's visits to Enolond: Old
Wolton Bridge (Dulwich Go[ery)ond
The Thomeslro'm Somerset Houise, o
drowing from the Royol Colleciion'now
on show in The Queen's Gollery.
Venice in Canaletto's day was already living
on its past, increasingly dependent on tour-
ism, putting on its brilliant, theatrical specra-
cles as much for foreign visitors as to keep up
old observances. Venice for pleasure was as
big a draw as Venice for art.
Mrs Piozzi, Dr johnson's friend, called
Venice a city 'where pleasure has set up her
own standard'. Canaletto's paintings gave
people a foretaste of the easy-going grace of
the Serenissimc, and returning travellers an
evocation of an experience that few of them
would want to forget. Only Turner, a century
later, matches him in that.
The exhibition includes rwo large views
of the Thames, taken from the terrace of
Somerset House during Canaletto's first visit
to England in 1746. He seems to have liked
England, where he found new patrons and
painted their ancestral homes 
- 
Alnwick,lifarwick Castle, Syon House, Badminton.
He might have been disappointed in the
English light, and in the opaque warer rhat
flows down the Thames. But there is still a
splendid, airy breadth to the English pictures,
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however lacking in that smiling touch which
came to him so easily in Venice.
One marvellous work from his time in Eng-
land, Old lVahon Bidge, is to be seen in the
Dulwich Gallery, which re-opened early this
year after a face-lift that puts it again among
the most attractive of all English galleries. It
houses the oldest ofBritish public collections,
pre-dating the National Gallery; and, like the
Queen's Canalettos, most of the paintings
there are now seen at their best.
Canaletto paintedhis lY alton Bidge in 17 5 4
for Thomas Hollis, a staunch \(hig and re-
publican, who stands in the foreground with
his friend and eventual heir, Thomas Brand,
an Italian servant, and a dog. Also in the
picture is a seated painter, flourishing his
brush. I like to think this is Canaletto himself,
as relaxed beside the Thames as if he were
back on the Grand Canal.
DENISTHOMAS
ment provided they are, or have been,
insured under the national insurance
scheme (or that of a European Community
country). Not only the employed and self-
employed, but also those in receipt of
benefit such as pensioners, the unem-
ployed, and the disabled are all eligible.
Avisitor is generolly
entitled to l-reqtmenl
for conditions
needing immediqteqtlention
Holidaymakers in Community
countries this summer are advised to
check the arrangements for dealing with
sudden illness or accident before they
set off. Reciprocal schemes apply in all
member countries- but not all medical
care systems are free.
Essential information can be found in
the leallet issued by the Department of
Hedth- SA 30{an 81. You can get it
free from local social security offices.
The mainthing, though, isto carrywith
you Form E lll, which is your
certificate of entitlement to treatment.
Reciprocal medical care in the Com-
munity applies to short-stay visitors, such
as those on holiday, abroad on family
Havea
GAfg,,
lrce
holiday!
visits, or on short business trips. Coverage
has been extended this year to include the
self-employed and Greece.
Treatment is usually limited to urgent
cases of illness or accident. It is free, or
provided at reduced cost, depending on
the health care schemes operating in each
country. In other words, the visitor is
treated on the same teffns as applies to the
people ofthe country visited.
The basis of reciprocity is that visitors
should normally be covered by their own
national insurance schemes. A UK nation-
al, a national of another Community coun-
try (including Gibraltar), a stateless per-
son or a refugee ordinarily resident in the
United Kingdom, are covered for treat-
All children under 16 and young people
under 19 who are still receiving full-time
education, or who are apprentices, are
covered by parental insurance.
A visitor is generally entitled to treat-
ment only for conditions needing immedi
ate attention during the visit. However,
pensioners and their dependants, or
people receiving industrial injuries
benefit 
, 
may be able to obtain a wider range
of treatment.
Arrangements for free or reduced cost
treatment only apply if treatment is under-
taken by doctors and hospitals operating
under the sickness insurance scheme of the
country concerned. Not all charges are
refundable, but the local sickness insur-
ance office will pay those that are. Refunds
should be applied for in person or by post
before leaving the country, otherwise it
may not be possible to receive expenses on
return home or prompt settlement.
The two leaflets- SA 30 and E I I I 
- 
are
available from the DHSS Leaflet Unit,
PO Box 21, Stanmore, MiddlesexHAT lAY.
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After his first year in office,
Zimbabwe's prime minister
outlines his efforts towards
economic stability 
-
in which Europe can
play a part. Interview by
Rogerde Backer
'Sometimes I feel
thqtwe qre
and one to a consortium of companies which
comprises \Uilest Germany, France, Belgium
and other countries.
Mr Mugabe, what prospects do you see for the
Zimbabwe economy?
Our endeavours are directed at increasing our
inputs into the economy, whether by way of
capital or skilled labour. That is the produc-
tive process. The planning ofthe entire pro-
cess of production is a national endeavour,
But what we cannot control are the vagaries of
the outside markets, or the rends in price
structures abroad caused in some cases by
continually increasing fuel prices.
Those are matters that are largely beyond
us. But we can, to some extent, help to influ-
ence them by the developing countries com-
bining forces to ensure that our commodities
are not subjected to arbitrary price structures
abroad.
Sometimes I feel that we are manipulated
by the developed countries. However, we
monipulqted bvthe
developed couhtries'
NOBEHTMN'&ABE
Tlu EEC has tied m reply as quickly as possible
n Zimbabwe's mosturgentneeds and
Zimbabwe has itself now j oined the AC P group
of countries undu Lomi I I . lVhat do you expect
fron this cooperation with both the E EC and the
AC P group s of c ountrie s ?
I think it's a great advantage to be associated
with the EEC, which is a market with
tremendous advantages for developing coun-
tries 
- 
the only one of its kind in the inter-
national community as such.
$(/e believe that a number of commodities
which we can produce here are needed in
Europe, and can gain entry into the Corrlmon
Market. Our membership of the Lom6 Con-
vention gives us a definite market for those
commodities.
Already we are happy that we have certain
quotas in respect of commodities like sugar
and beef and we hope that we will continue to
be assured of that market each year. And of
course the relationship with the EEC also
creates an opportunity for us to have bilateral
relations with its individual members. It's
easier when they know that you're associated
with them through the Lom6 Convention.
Help comes through the EEC, but it also
comes to us bilaterally, and already we are in
association with France and Germany, for
instance. Quiteanumberofprofectshavenow
been accepted by uflest Germany. They will
participate in the development of our eco-
nomy by granting us soft loans.
lWe have the possibility of getting capital
goods where we need them 
- 
because coun-
tries like France, Germany and Britain are
highly developed and have an abundance of
capital equipment which we need for our
industrial development, agriculture and min-
ing.
Just nowwe are planning the elecuification
ofour railway. Tenders have been submitted,
and we have given seven contracts to Britain
22
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have to ensure that the developed countries do
participate in our economies bymakingcapit-
al goods much cheaper to us and by extending
aid in the form ofskills.
rWe need technicians and, of course, help to
produce our own skills. If there is co-
operation, and an understanding on the part
ofdeveloped countries that we need to start a
process that will lead to real development,
then they will come to our aid and give us
maximum assistance.
lWe do not want to see an economic order
which is unfavourable to developing coun-
tries and favours only the developed coun-
tries . lWe want a new world order where we get
fair treatment for our products.
lVhat scope do you see for regional co-operation
in southernAfica, andfroma political point of
oiew what is your opinion on the eoolution of
both S outh Afica and N amibia?
As a newly independent countryweare natur-
ally worried about our external relations. rve
do not want to be isolated politically or econo-
mically.
I think themost compellingprogramme for
countries of this region is to link themselves
economically. Political relations have existed
forquitea long time, sinceitwas thefront-line
states which embarked on assistance prog-
rammes for the liberation movements.
But what is needed now is to build out of
this political relationship an economic rela-
tionship which will enable us to work
together, to come to the aid of one another, to
develop common services and a common eco-
nomic relationship. We must establish a com-
mon market for the region, selling to each
other those goods which otherwise would
have to be bought from abroad.
l0flhy should we buy textiles from Britain
when they are produced in our region? tJ7hy
should we have to export sugar abroad when it
is required just next door? And what ofour
transportation system? Can'tweimproveit by
working together to facilitate the outflow of
goods to whatever markets we have?
\$7e hope that the targets we have set
ourselves for a loint transport system, a ioint
communication system and a food security
programme for the region 
- 
which, of course,
Zimbabwe is heading- are worked on enthu-
siastically, so that the region could produce
goods and market them more cheaply than it
would otherwise do.
! Condensed from The C ouier
'As far as the European Community is
concerned, the most important thing in the
long run is free, duty-free access to our
market, the largest market in the world. For
Zimbabwe, with its already high proportion
of exports of manufactured products, and
with its remarkable potential, this is of the
greatest significance. Lom6 gives all of the
guarantees you need.'
- 
Claude Cheysson, formerly Commissioner
for development and co-operation, in reply 
-
below 
- 
to a speech by Mr Mugabe in Salis-
bury, March 23.
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Blaming the Common Market
The difficulty of becoming enthusiastic mem-
bers of the Community is, as Roy Mason says,
that we lead an island life and are not joined
together in the way that our partners are.
I am a Londoner (Cockney) who spent a
yrianataCatholic boardingschoolin Belgium,
and as a young'tnan worked in an office in
Paris, followed by a couple of years in
Annrerp. It is not difficult for me to be Euro-pn in outlook. I realise, however, that
people who do not have such a background
tend to blame the Comnon Market for all
their troubles.
As for unemployment due to the recession,
technology has done away with many iobs.
We often hear of machines doing work
formerly done by six or eight men.
If our oeoole consider themselves a race
"p"ft, diif.r.ot frdm Continental people,they should be reminded that we evolved
exclusively from Coutinentd origins. An&6
Maurois, a celebrated French author (and a
friend of Britain) once wrote that'the English
evolved from the correcl llssding of Nordic
andLatin.'
ments since the world began, necessarily in-
volves some concessions by all parties, and
thatincludesus.
Roy Mason is right to urge that the EEC
should use its food surpluses in ways which
will really help the poor- the poorpeoples of
the world and the poor people of Europe. But
forheaven's sakelet's stopplayingthe gameof
the anti-Europeans (and the anti-marketeers
arc atti Europeans, for they want co-
operation with Europe only on terms which
the other Europeans would never even con-
sider) by talking about the catastrophe ofthe
CAP or the cost of the budget contribution.
The CAP has provided a decent living for
farmers and prevented rural depopulation,
and has ensured to the consumers of Europe
unintemrpted supplies ofbasic foods at a cost
markedly below the general level of inflation
and more cheaply than in the USA or Japan.
The EEC budget costs us about one-
seventeenthofwhatwe spend on Social Secur-
ity, and the'swollen Brussels bureaucracy'is
srnaller then Camden Borough Council.
But the real point is that the European
Community is the heartland of free Europe,
more rhan ever under threat from its enenies
withi" and without, more than ever a beacon
of hope for those Europeans who have only
iust recovered their freedom or who are hop
ingtodoso.
HouseofCommons, (Sir)AnthonyMeyer
Westminster, SVl.
Problems for dairy farmers
Since the United Kingdom's accession to the
European Community, dairy farmers in
Northern Ireland have derived great benefits
from the CAP, in marketing aids and suuctu-
ral grants. Nevertheless, some serious prob-
lems now exist in the industry.
The chief problem is that, within UK inter-
pretation and application ofdairy policy, the
marimum obtainable return to the producer
from themarketformanufacturingnilk (82%
of our supplies) is inadequate. This would also
beseenasaproblemintherest oftheUKwere
it not for the hieh proportion of their milk
output (over 50%) used in the liquid milk
market at prenium prices prescribed by
nationalGoverDment.
Factors which contribute to theinadequate
returnonmanufacturingmilkthroughoutthe
UK include the continued access of New
Zealand butter; the penistent depressed state
of the UK cheese market; the traditionalpro-
duct 
-io in the UK; and the imbalance be-
tweeu acrual product yields and processing
costs in the UK (as affected by UK inllation
andinterestrates) and theallowancesmadeby
the Commission in the milk price calculation.
In England, Wales, and Scodand these in-
adequacies ofreturn from the manufacturing
market are cushioned by the liquid premium
on 50% of their supplies. But in Northern
Ireland the same liquid premium cannot
counterbala[cethelowmanufacturingreurn,
because it applies only to 18% of milk ouput,
despite ourhaving the higbest per capita con-
sumption ofmilk of any region ofthe UK.
The result is that our dairy farmers are
receiving prices that are about 10% under
those earned by their counterparts in Great
Britain. And margins in milk production have
virmdly disappeared.
The tragedy of this situation is that milk
production (for which Northern Ireland is
ideally suited clinatically) is not being per-
mitted to make the contribution that it could
make to the depressed economy of the region.
Unemployment in Northern Ireland present-
ly exceeds l7%. The expansion of grass-based
agriculture is potentially one of the best routes
to providing much-needed iobs.
For the sarne reason, theindustryin North-
ern Ireland views with alarm the recurring
proposals to impose additionallevies or tares
on expanded milk production throughout the
Community. Our view is that the disincen-
tives should be confined to areas of the Com-
munity that are producing more milk than
they can market, and to areas that are not
panicularly suited to milk production.
So if &iry farming is to make its optimum
contribution to our hard-pressed economy,
we need policy changes both at nationd and at
Community level thatmake allowancefor the
problems and circumstances of the region.
ManagingDirector, GeorgeChambers
Milk Marketing Board for
Northern Ireland, Belfast.
oH,UPRIGHT
15BunonGrove,
Epsom, Surrey.
AnanswertoRoyMaeon
E.A.Traynor
With friends like Roy Mason, who unote in
Personal Column in April' the European
Community needs no enemies in Britain. If
-\is is how concmd Europeans proiect the
Community to public opinion, small wonder
thatthe Vhirh? poll showed public hostility to
Europe dwarfed by public iggorance.
Of coursetheComnunityis Dotworkingas
it should to protect its citizens from the con-
sequences ofworld recession, as it worked so
mqgnificently to secure for them the benefis
of world economip growth. Nor is the Com-
mon Agricultur-al Policy making much prog-
ress towards th6 elimination of suuctural sur-
pluses, and the demage thme surpluses cause
when they are dumped on world markets.
Why is it lot working as it should? Roy
Mason himself has supplied the answer-'the
blatent nationalism which more and more
seems to dominate successivemeetings of the
Council of Ministers'. And who is shouting
loudest in this cacophony of discordant
nationalisms? The British I-abour Party, with
its demands that the British Government
should veto every development in the EEC
which impinges on even the most secondary
British interests.
Roy Mason goes out of his way to magniry
real but minor irritan*, such as lavish ex-
penditureby MEPs or totally false allegations
suchas threats to theBritish sausage or British
ber; and in Parliament, week after week, he
seeks to discredit Peter Vdker's attempts to
reach an agreement on a collmon fsheries
policy 
- 
an agreement which, like dl agree-
24
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Mrs Susan l7orringham and Miss
Margaret Humphreys, employees of
Lloyd's Bank, have cause to bepleased
with the Comouuity. They sued the
bal*, al€ing sex discrimination inits
rnsion scheme which allsws men to
Lenefit more than women.
The Equal Opirortunities
Commission backed the women
throughtheBritishcounsrightupto l
the European Court ofJustice. There,
theiudgesruledthatpension I
arrangements fall clearly within
Articlel19oftheRomeTreaty,which I
requiresthatmenandwomenshould i
receive equal pay for equal work.
Pay is defined broadly to cover
remuneration in cash or kind which
workers receive from employment.
Thecaseh nowreferred back to the
nrling in practice. But it is expected to
havewiderepercussions, not leastiu
supprt of the EOC claim that
occupational pension schemes should
be included in British sex discrimination
law where they ar€ now erempt.
This is the secoud ese that the EOC
has backed to the Court oflustice, and
has won both times. Another three
cases are awaitingthe Court's ruling.
